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Our Shared Responsibility
On May 9 through 12, 2006, 350 persons from 25 countries have convened in CAEN, France, for the
Seventh International Conference for Environmental Management of Enclosed Coastal Seas, EMECS 7.
We, the participants, include research scientists, government officials, policy makers, program manag‑
ers, business persons, citizens from non ‑governmental organizations, teachers and environmental
educators, and students from middle school through post‑graduate levels. We have been convened
through a collaboration between the Groupe d'Etude des Milieux Estuariens et Littoraux （GEMEL）,
working with many additional French and international institutions and organizations, and the International
EMECS Center in Kobe, Japan. We are deeply grateful for this opportunity to meet in the beautiful
city of Caen under the theme, "Sustainable Co‑Development of Enclosed Coastal Seas: Our Shared
Responsibility." This declaration is the result of our discussions.
"Our Shared Responsibility" consists of three words and three important levels of meaning. "Our" is
global in scope. It goes beyond this conference, beyond EMECS and its collaborating organizations
themselves to include all people around the globe who live on the world's coastal seas and the lands
that comprise their watersheds. These systems are working landscapes that make coastal seas the
bases of economy, culture, environment, and life. Human endeavors have developed as part of, not
separate from, the world's coastal seas. "Our" future depends on the future of these working landscapes:
water quality, economic productivity, recreational opportunity, and aesthetic pleasure.
"Shared" implies linkages. At the global level, these linkages are mutual between the people and work‑
ing landscapes of the world's coastal seas. But there are other levels as well: linkages between each
coastal sea and its watershed, between economy and environment, between people and quality of life.
At a more practical level, there are linkages between citizens and government, study and action,
education and commitment. We are especially concerned that the linkage between science and policy
be strengthened so that the results of knowledge are more quickly and effectively translated into the
most effective environmental policy possible. "Shared" also refers to a level within science itself to include
linkages between natural scientists and economists, social scientists, educators, and the creative arts.
Finally, "Shared" implies free access to information by everyone, from citizens to government officials,
who is involved in the future of the world's coastal seas.
"Responsibility" integrates the two other words. The future of the world's coastal seas as working
landscapes is clearly "Our" concern "Shared" through multiple linkages that integrate people into these
working landscapes. But there are also global, regional, national, and local levels of "Responsibility."
While each of these levels may be distinct in practice , the boundaries are artificial. "Our Shared
Responsibility" conveys the meaning of erasing these boundaries so that information crosses more freely
in all directions. These levels can represent members of a team: while each has a specific role and
position as a player, the team will not succeed if the players do not work well together. Environmental
policy can be implemented at each level, but there will be no victory unless all levels communicate
and collaborate.
At EMECS 7 we heard reports of the devastation of the tsunami that struck Southeast Asia in December
2004. We also learned of other instances where declining water quality and depletion of living resources
through habitat destruction were seriously threatening the economies and well‑being of other coastal
communities. We must never forget that people suffer directly as a result of mis‑management of "Our"
coastal seas. At the same time, we are heartened by reports of assistance and relief brought to these
people by citizens from local, regional, national, and international communities. These efforts demonstrate
that "Our Shared Responsibility" is more than just three words and more than just a wish. As a global
team, we can work together to make good things happen.
The declarations issued from previous EMECS conferences have included specific actions that need to
be taken to improve environmental management on the world's coastal seas. We wholeheartedly endorse

each of those recommendations as parts of a blueprint for now and in the future. Some of these recommenda‑
tions, such as the reduction on point‑ and non‑point nutrient pollution that are components of so many
programs around the world, are reactions against factors that are clear threats to coastal seas and their
irreplaceable living resources. In this declaration we wish to be pro‑active, encouraging activities and
trends that are consistent with previous recommendations by recognizing them as vital parts of "Our
Shared Responsibility." Our recommendations are as follows:
蘆Advances in knowledge and in technology have given scientists a wealth of new information on how
the working landscapes that are coastal seas function. Now more than ever we encourage scientists to
communicate that information to policy makers and citizens alike so that each of us is able to carry
out "Our Shared Responsibility" more effectively.
蘆Sharing technical information beyond researchers and academicians requires translation into terms that
can be understood by others. We strongly endorse the roles that environmental educators and NGO's
continue to play as information translators for our young people and concerned citizens. EMECS has
an increasingly important role to play as an information translator, not only through Internet‑based
networking activities, but also as a catalyst that brings people together from all disciplines and endeavors
to realize "Our Shared Responsibility." We also encourage EMECS to assume a leadership role in making
the findings from its conferences and workshops more widely available.
蘆"Responsibility" at the local level is often overlooked by governments and organizations eager to address
regional, national, and even global problems on "Our" coastal seas. This top‑down approach has proven
to be important to coastal seas management, but a lack of community involvement makes it difficult
to continue such programs over many years. We encourage the continued development of bottom‑up,
community‑based programs where local leaders and the citizens themselves are better prepared to
actively support and participate in programs as part of "Our Shared Responsibility."
蘆 The EMECS 2003 Conference in Bangkok, Thailand, introduced the EMECS Students and Schools
Partnerships. At EMECS 7 more than 50 students and their teachers have contributed through post‑
ers, formal presentations, open discussions in a Special Session, and as hosts during a field excursion.
This is a superb initiative that effectively brings together all levels and meanings of "Our Shared
Responsibility." We endorse the Schools and Students Partnerships with all "Our" hearts. We thank
those dedicated students and educators who are contributing so wisely and thoughtfully to EMECS.
蘆The history of EMECS as well as the distribution of the world's inhabitable lands have established a
focus on coastal seas of the Northern Hemisphere. For "Our Shared Responsibility" to be truly global
in meaning, EMECS needs to pursue initiatives that reach out to the Southern Hemisphere: to Africa,
Australia, and South America. By this declaration we applaud such efforts and extend an invitation to
colleagues at all levels on these continents to join us as full players on "Our" global team.
A working landscape is one that can be passed from one generation to the next as an asset, not a burden.
The young people in the EMECS 7 Students and Schools Partnerships do not want to inherit coastal seas
that they will be challenged to restore rather than enjoy. They are asking for help. There would be no
greater measure of success than for us to be able to satisfy their request. We conclude The Caen Declara‑
tion by affirming that a commitment to the next generation is the single most important endeavor we
can undertake. This is truly the ultimate goal for realizing the importance of "Our Shared Responsibility"
to the future of the world's enclosed coastal seas.
Caen, France
May 12, 2006
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Our Shared Responsibility
This declaration is the collective agreement of more than 25 students and their teachers who have
participated in the second Students and Schools Partnerships program at the EMECS 7 conference,
May 9 through 12, 2006, in Caen, France. Our group includes students from the level of middle school
7th grade through college undergraduate and graduate students and represents the countries of France,
Japan, Thailand, and the USA. We accept with great responsibility and humility the fact that we are
representing the next generation of young people around the world who will inherit the results of the
present generation's ability to meet the important goal of improving conditions on the world's coastal
seas under the EMECS 7 conference theme, "Our Shared Responsibility."
We applaud all efforts and programs conducted by local and national governments and a great number
of NGO's and private foundations to reach our generation through environmental education programs.
The fact that we are actively participating in the EMECS 7 conference is testimony to the success of
those programs. We are deeply grateful.
Even so, we must ask if environmental education, as currently practiced through formal programs in
schools as well as in less formal programs in outdoor education centers, is making the difference you
so desire to achieve. Are coastal seas really getting better as a result of environmental education?
Around the world, the opportunity for young people to have meaningful and continuing outdoor experi‑
ences is decreasing. We are concerned that more and more students and their teachers are becoming
involved in environmental programs without first‑hand knowledge of the systems they would protect,
restore, and conserve. We observe that many countries, in their desire to improve student learning,
have adopted programs that de ‑ emphasize environmental subjects as being less important than
mathematics and science. We note with some concern EMECS' emphasis on environmental education
largely as a means of transmitting information between generations for more effective future manage‑
ment of enclosed coastal seas.
We view environmental education differently. To those that teach about the environment, it is more
than a subject ‑ it is a passion. To those that learn about the environment, it is a door that opens to
help us understand that we are part of the natural world. When we look out of that door, the first
thing we should see is our school yard, our home, and our local community. But too often we are
weighed down by world issues like tropical deforestation and global warming over which we have little
local first‑hand experience and even less power to correct. We learn to fear the environment as a
threat to our well‑being rather than to love it as part of life.
The best environmental education activities, which each of us has been very fortunate to experience
in our respective countries, are connecting us with our local communities. We are using field trips,
beach clean‑up projects, recreation, and even language classes to connect us with the Somme and
Orne estuaries; we are learning about local traditions through work to conserve tameike ponds; we are
understanding how changes in land use are affecting local coastal seas by studying changes in bird
populations; we are exploring chemical solutions to local water pollution problems; we are helping villages
in our country recover from the tsunami disaster. Many of these experiences incorporate the use of
authentic data, modern computer and geographic information systems technology, and mathematical
analyses that are fully consistent with new student learning goals in science and mathematics.
Our generation has untapped energy. We have awesome commitment. We have ambitious dreams.
Our declaration makes only one recommendation, but it is the one that is most important to us: Help
us realize those dreams.
Help us by using your recognized influence with professional scientists and government officials to
adopt education programs that encourage us to experience our local environment. Help us by assisting
our teachers to take advantage of the diversity of subjects in environmental education to use the
natural world to teach about our history, culture, and economy as well as science and mathematics.

Our experiences suggest that when we learn about our local environments we become more interested,
more committed ‑ and that we share these interests and commitments with our friends and take them
home to our families. It does not matter that some of us live in cities and others in the countryside.
Strongly support those environmental education programs that will enable us to appreciate and understand
that we are part of the system where we live, not outside intruders and polluters. We will benefit greatly
from your wisdom, experience, and technology. Please share them with us. Individually perhaps, we
can do little to address such issues as global warming. But collectively, by changing the way each one
of us personally interacts with out local coastal sea and watershed, we truly believe we can make a
world‑wide difference. We can help you achieve your goals.
We will inherit the coastal seas that you leave to our generation. Please do your best to minimize the
environmental problems we will receive so we can enjoy and appreciate this legacy as a living tradition
that will define our home as surely as it has defined yours. As we learned from the tsunami recovery,
we can use our educational experiences help create an environment that gives life with hope again. If
all of us work together, we can do it. The future of the world's coastal seas must be, above all, "Our
Shared Responsibility."
Caen, France
May 12, 2006
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Preface
Inner bays, inland seas, estuaries and other bodies of water that are surrounded by land and are highly
enclosed have provided ideal living environments for human beings who recognized their outstanding
natural conditions. They have also been used for fishing, industrial activities, maritime transport and
recreation. They have supported human lifestyles and nurtured various cultural achievements.
However, as enclosed coastal seas also slow tidal exchange, they tend to invite environmental degrada‑
tion resulting from human activity. For this reason, enclosed coastal seas throughout the world are
currently experiencing the degradation of water environments and habitat environments, reductions in
species and populations, and reductions in the fish catch. If this situation persists, enclosed coastal
sea environments will continue to worsen, and there are even fears that a major impact will be
sustained by the global environment.
Since 1990, the International Conference on the Environmental Management of Enclosed Coastal Seas
（EMECS Conference）has been held in various parts of the world. The goal is to increase the effectiveness
of efforts to find solutions through joint action to the common environmental problems faced by enclosed
coastal seas throughout the world.
The 7th EMECS conference （EMECS 7） was held as a joint conference with the 40th Symposium of
the Estuarine and Coastal Science Association（ECSA）, an organization active in Europe. The EMECS 7 /
ECSA 40 conference was held May 9 ‑ 12, 2006 in Caen, a city located in Normandy, France facing
the North Sea and the English Channel. The conference was organized by an international organizing
committee including the Caen University , the Study Group of Estuarine and Coastal Ecosystems
（GEMEL ‑ Groupe d'Etude des Milieux Estuairiens et Littoraux）, ECSA and the International EMECS
Center.
The main themes of the six past EMECS conferences have been:
（1）Environmental Management and Appropriate Use of Enclosed Coastal Seas
（2）Toward Effective Governance of the World's Enclosed Coastal Seas
（3）With Rivers to the Sea: Interaction of Land Activities, Fresh Water and Enclosed Coastal Seas
（4）Land‑Ocean Interactions: Managing Coastal Ecosystems
（5）Toward Coastal Zone Management that Ensures Coexistence between People and Nature in
the 21st Century
（6）Comprehensive and Responsible Coastal Zone Management for Sustainable and Friendly Coexistence
between Nature and People
At the 6th EMECS conference （EMECS 2003） discussed the ecosystems of coastal zones and coexis‑
tence with the community and local people that constitute one of their constituent elements. The main
theme of the EMECS 7 / ECSA 40 conference was:
（7）Sustainable Co‑development of Enclosed Coastal Seas: Our Shared Responsibility
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EMECS 7 / ECSA 40 was attended by some 350 delegates from 25 countries around the world and
featured a varied programme. The plenary sessions included the opening and closing ceremonies as
well as the European Coastal Seas Session.

Three special sessions followed: the Asia‑Pacific Coasts

session, the Students and Schools Partnerships session, and the Union des Oceanographes
de France
´
（UOF） Young Scientists Forum . In addition , technical sessions on five themes were held . Each
technical session included both oral presentations and poster presentations and provided a forum for
the exchange of high‑quality information and views on various issues relating to enclosed coastal seas,
coastal zones and watersheds. Through the conference, scientists, citizens, representatives from indus‑
try and government, and student participants were able to raise and debate various issues, and the
Caen Declaration adopted on the final day of the conference helped foster a common recognition of the
need to cooperate to achieve our shared responsibility （the theme of the conference） as well as to
promote the further deployment of EMECS activities and so forth.
In addition, in the Students and Schools Partnerships session that was first held at the last EMECS
conference （EMECS 2003）, the number of both participating countries and students and teachers
increased. The session featured wide‑ranging presentations and a spirited exchange of views as well
as a program that included field trips to local areas to learn about the environmental status. It was
a great success. One of the highlights of the conference was the deeply moving moment when the
Students and Schools Partnerships Declaration, which had been debated and finalized by the participat‑
ing students, was read on the final day of the conference and adopted to great applause.
EMECS 7 / ECSA 40 produced significant achievements, symbolized by these two declarations adopted
through the collaboration of many people. The sole disappointment of the conference was the fact that
the number of delegates was lower than initial expectations. On the last day of the conference, the
venue for the next EMECS conference, EMECS 8, was announced as Shanghai, China. For the next
conference, there is a recognition of the need to work to create an even greater well‑ developed
programme, and to widely promote the conference.
In issuing this conference report for the EMECS 7 / ECSA 40 conference, we would like to thank all
of the members of the International Organizing Committee that steered the conference to a successful
conclusion, as well as the many oral and poster presenters in the plenary, special and technical ses‑
sions. We would also like to express our deep gratitude to Mike Elliot, professor at The University
of Hull and Secretary of the ECSA, the co‑organizer, and Jean‑Paul Ducrotoy of GEMEL, the organiza‑
tion that served as conference secretariat, and all of the other conference staff members and delegates
from countries around the world who helped to make the conference a success.

International EMECS Center
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Theme

テー マ
「閉鎖性海域の持続可能な共同発展：私達の共
有責任」

Sustainable Co‑development of Enclosed Coastal
Seas: Our Shared Responsibility
Date

開催期間
2006年（平成18年）５月９日（火）〜12日（金）

May 9（Tue.）‑ 12（Fri.）, 2006
Venue

開 催 地
フランス バス・ノルマンディ地域圏
カルバドス県 カーン市
会
場
カーン・エキスポ・コングレスセンター

｀
CAEN EXPO‑CONGRES
<Add.> Centre de Congres
｀,
13, avenue Albert Sorel,
BP 6260, 14065 CAEN Cedex 4, France
Organizers

主催団体
GEMEL（フランス河口・沿岸域環境研究学会）
ECSA（河口域・沿岸科学学会）
EMECS（財団法人国際エメックスセンター）

GEMEL（Groupe d'Etude des Milieux
Estuariens et Littoraux）
ECSA（Estuarine and Coastal Science Association）
EMECS（International Center for the Environmental
Management of Enclosed Coastal Seas）
Co‑organizers

共催団体
アジア太平洋地球変動研究ネットワーク
フランス国立海洋研究所
バス・ノルマンディ地域圏
カルバドス県
ノルマンディ・セーヌ水道企業団
カー ン・ ラ・ メー ル
カー ン市
カーン大学
フランス海洋学会
沿岸域における陸地海洋相互作用研究計画
セーヌ水道事業団
カーン市高等美術学校

Asia‑Pacific Network for Global Change Research
IFREMER
Conseil Regional
de Basse Normandie
´
Conseil General
´´ du Calvados
Agence de l'Eau Seine Normandie
Caen la Mer （Communaute
´ d'agglomeration
Caennaise）
Ville de Caen
Universite
´ de Caen ‑ Basse Normandie
Union des Oceanographes
´
de France
Land‑Ocean Interactions in the Coastal Zone
Agence de l'Eau Seine‑Aval
Ecole Regionale des Beaux Arts de Caen la Mer
Supports

支援団体
MEDCOAST（地中海沿岸国際会議）
経済協力開発機構（OECD ）
ユネスコ（UNESCO ）

MEDCOAST
OECD
UNESCO
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1-3 Summary of Conference

蘆 "Impacts of Climate Change on Coastal Areas

The 7th International Conference on the Environmental
Management of Enclosed Coastal Seas / 40th Estuarine

and Possible Responses"

& Coastal Sciences Association Conference （EMECS

Dr. Yoichi Kaya

7 / ECSA 40）was held for four days from May 9 ‑ 12,

President , International E M E C S C enter /

2006 at the Caen Expo‑Congres in the city of Caen,

Professor Emeritus, Tokyo University, Japan
蘆"Shared Responsibility: Participation in Ecological

located in Basse Normandie, France. The theme of
the conference was "Sustainable Co‑development of
Enclosed Coastal Seas: Our Shared Responsibility"

Projects as a Means of Empowering Communities

and it was attended by some 350 persons from 25

Dr. Stewart Evans, Professor, Newcastle Univer‑

countries. The final day saw the adoption of the Caen

sity, U.K.

to Contribute to Coastal Management Processes"

Declaration and the Students and Schools Partnerships
ence. Before closing, it was announced that the next

■ Plenary Session:
European Coastal Seas

EMECS conference （EMECS 8 ） will be held in

The session on European Coastal Seas featured presenta‑

Shanghai City, China in 2008.

tions by three specialists on different ocean regions

Declaration for the first time at the EMECS confer‑

surrounding the host nation of the conference, France.
蘆"The Science and Management of the North Sea
and the Baltic Sea: History, Present Threats and

■ Opening Session
□ Opening Ceremony
The Opening Ceremony for EMECS7/ECSA40 featured

Future Challenges"

opening remarks by Ms. Nicole Le Querler, Chair

Dr. Mike Elliot, Professor, University of Hull,

of the International Organizing Committee and Presi‑

U.K.
蘆"Managing the Mediterranean Coast: ‑ The Regional

´ , Deputy
dent of Caen University, Ms. Pascale Preel
Mayor of Caen, Ms. Fabienne Allag Dhuisme, Director

Scale ‑ "

of the Environment and Sustainable Development in

Dr. Erdal ¨
Ozhan, Chairman, MEDCOAST,

the Lower Normandy region, Mr. Jacques Rombault,

Turkey

representing Agence de l'Eau Seine Normandie（Agen‑

蘆 "Bordering Seas of the Western Part of the

cy for Water ‑ Seine‑Normandie）, and Mr. Hugues

European Continent. Example of the Coastal Zone

Bousiges representing the French Minister of Ecology

of the French North Sea ‑ English Channel ‑

and Sustainable Development. These were followed
by words of welcome from the organizers: EMECS,

Atlantic Coast"

GEMEL （Groupe d'Etude des Milieux Estuariens et

Marine de Wimereux, France

Dr . Jean ‑ Claude Dauvin , Professor , Station

Littoraux） and ECSA.
Mr. Toshizo Ido, Chair, Board of Directors of the

■ Special Sessions

International EMECS Center and Governor of Hyogo

□ Asia‑Pacific Coasts

Prefecture, presented a brief history of the EMECS

Following the welcome address by Mr. Toshizo Ido,

conferences and stressed the importance of environmental

two books on the current status of the Asia‑Pacific

restoration , creation and environmental education

Coasts and policy proposals, published by the Asia‑

together with the need to find solutions to global

Pacific Network for Global Change Research （APN）

warming and other environmental problems. He also

and the International EMECS Center, were introduced.

expressed his hopes for the achievements of the

This was followed by a presentation on the coastal

conference.

vulnerability in the Asia ‑ Pacific region and crisis
management . Next , case studies from Thailand ,
Indonesia and Sri Lanka were presented , dealing

5
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1

ing ceremony.

with the current status and efforts in affected nations
in the aftermath of the tsunami generated by the

General Information on EMECS 7

earthquake that occurred off the coast of Sumatra.

■ Technical Sessions

The presentation covered the approach to Integrated

The technical sessions were based around five topics

Coastal Management （ICM） following the tsunami,

as follows.

as well as recovery efforts and lessons learned.

□ Oral Presentations
Technical Session 1: Recent Advances in Coastal

At the panel discussion, the discussion reached the

Marine Sciences

conclusion that the coastal vulnerability was due to

Technical Session 2: Ecological Quality: Concepts

the centralization of population in these areas, and
that the lessons of the tsunami must not be forgotten.

and Case Studies

It was also concluded that attention must also be

Technical Session 3: New Concepts and Innovative

paid to nations such as Kiribati in which the popula‑

Experiences in Coastal Manage‑

tion is not centralized.

ment
:
Technical Session 4 Co‑management and Community
Involvement : Sustainability

□ Students and Schools Partnerships
The purpose of this two‑day session was to enable

and Awareness to Environmental

young people from various countries to share informa‑

Issues

among the participants who will be leaders of the

Technical Session 5: Networking and 21st Century
Education: the Communication

next generation. The first day featured presentations

Challenge

tion with one another, and to encourage interchange

on unique efforts in four countries ‑ Japan, the United
States, Thailand and the host nation, France. This

□ Poster Presentations

was followed by a spirited exchange of views in the

Like the oral presentations, the poster presentations

form of a question‑and‑answer session and workshop,

were organized around five topics. A four‑member

participated in by approximately 20 students as well

Best Poster Award Selection Committee headed by

as faculty and members of the general public. The

Dr. Osamu Matsuda, Professor Emeritus of Hiroshima

second day, the participants joined in an environmental

University, Japan, selected three poster presentations

activity at the estuary of the Orne River being

for special recognition.

conducted by first year junior‑high school students
at the Middle school of Blainville. Following the activi‑

■ Closing Ceremony

ty, the group moved to Dumont d'Urville High School,

At the conclusion of the conference, congratulatory

where the students participated in an activity designed

addresses were given by Mr. Cyrille Schott, Governor

to deepen interchange among students. As the conclu‑

of Basse Normandie Region, France, and Mr. Luc

sion of the session, the participants created a Students

Duncombe, president of Caen la mer, France. Next,

and Schools Partnerships Declaration, which was read

summaries of the technical sessions and the special

during the closing ceremony.

sessions were presented by rapporteurs from each

□ Union des Oceanographes de France （UOF）:
Young Scientists Forum

discussion between these rapporteurs and the audi‑

The objective of the UOF Forum was to provide stu‑

were also presented.

dents enrolled in master's and doctoral courses with

At the awards ceremony, the Best Poster awards,

a broad‑based forum for international research. The

the UOF awards and the Coastal Zone Management

forum was coordinated by the European Federation

2006 award were presented.

session in a roundtable format, followed by a spirited
ence. Proposals for the future direction of EMECS

. Caen University provided
of Marine Scientists（EFMS）

As for the conference declaration, for the first time

full cooperation with regard to the venue, and the

at the EMECS conference, a Students and Schools

forum was held concurrently with the EMECS 7

Partnerships Declaration was presented and adopted.

conference . Among the presentations , two were

In addition, Dr. Wayne Bell, Chair of the EMECS 7

selected to receive the Best Communication and Best

Declaration Drafting Committee, submitted a draft

Poster awards, which were presented during the clos‑

of the Conference Declaration that had been under

6
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study during the period of the conference, and this

1

draft was unanimously adopted.
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With regard to the venue of the next EMECS confer‑
ence（EMECS 8）, Prof. Zhongyuan Chen, represent‑
ing Prof. Lizhong Yu, President of East China Normal
University, read his welcome message announcing
that Shinghai City has been selected to host the
conference at the end of October or in November
2008.
Finally , representing the organizers , Dr . Nobuo
Kumamoto, Chair of the Scientific & Policy Committee
of the International EMECS Center , presented a
summation of the conference. In his remarks, Dr.
Kumamoto noted that what was urgently needed for
environmental management was a recognition that it
is our shared responsibility in other words, that we
must think about what we need to do for future
generations. He then expressed his gratitude for all
those who helped to make the conference possible.
With that, the conference came to a close.
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2-1 Opening Address
2

Chair, EMECS 7 International Organizing Committee
President, Caen University, France

Amongst our other activities, we have a centre for

Hello everyone, and welcome to everyone from the
25 countries which are represented here today. I am

research on coastal waters. It is based in Luc‑sur‑

very proud that it is Caen University that has the

Mer and has existed there for the last 130 years.

privilege of organizing this 7 th conference of the

Now, this is relatively young when compared with

EMECS, which I am pleased to announce Open now!

the university itself, which was founded in the year
1432. The research base is one of the few in France,

Above all, following the six prestigious sites, which

despite its great age, and I would like to welcome

have welcomed the first six conferences in this series ‑

and congratulate all the members of the team who

I may forget some , but I would like to mention

have helped in organizing this conference. They work

among the others, Kobe, Stockholm and in 2 years'

in close collaboration with the GEMEL. They also

time, Shanghai. I am particularly pleased to be able

work in collaboration with many other teams, study‑

to welcome for the first time, our Chinese colleagues

ing flora, fauna, and environmental and coastal protec‑

because this is the first time that they have participated

tion.

in this conference. Welcome!
The fundamental and applied research , which is
A few words about our university, and the reasons

carried out here and in the research base on the

for which the conference is taking place here. Our

coast, is extremely important for our future genera‑

university has 62 research teams. They have 26,000

tions, those who will follow us, and it is for that

students here. The staff of the university number

reason that I am delighted to be able to thank you

2,600. It is a truly disciplinary university covering

for being here today and for tackling the issues that

all the domains of research in the medical, scientific

are facing us. Thank you.

fields and in the fields of human sciences as well.

11
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2-2 Welcome Address
2
Opening Ceremony

Mr. Hugues Bousiges
Representative for Ms. Nelly Olin
Minister of Ecology and Sustainable Development, France

First of all, I would like to thank , on her behalf

linked to democratic pressure; pollution, whatever its

and in her name, the International EMECS Center,

origin, and over‑ exploitation of fishing resources.

in Kobe for having chosen France for its 7th confer‑

We are also talking about the introduction of non‑

ence , and to thank most particularly Governor

indigenous species, which are likely to alter ecosystems,

Toshizo Ido , who honors us with his presence. I

and this last subject is still insufficiently tackled as

would also like to salute the representative of UNESCO

of today.

who is here today. Beyond the work of this confer‑
ence, your choice of a region, Lower Normandy, of

With a maritime zone which is very extensive, over

a to wn , the to w n of Caen , and its university
demonstrate that France and Japan have a common

10 million 裄, which is to be found all around the
world, France is very aware of these difficulties; and

approach, faced with the challenges facing the preserva‑

the strategy of the Ecology Ministry is based on the

tion and the conservation of natural ecosystems, and

following major themes.

particularly in the maritime environment.
There are six major themes involved:
蒻The conservation of the coast, which is the interface

We would also like to thank the GEMEL, the Groupe

between land and sea environments.

d'Etude des Milieux Estuariens et Littoraux, which

蓚The acquisition of greater and deeper knowledge

is a co‑organizer of this conference with the EMECS

about the marine environment.

International Center and the ECSA, the Estuarine
and Coastal Science Association, and MEDCOAST,

蓐The restoration of water quality, with a view to

who have supported and continue to support this

contributing to the good operation of maritime
ecosystems.

important event.

蓁The conservation of our maritime heritage and its
So what do we want to do in the domain of the

biodiversity, notably by means of the creation or

conservation of coastal waters and of sea waters in

protected maritime areas.
蓆Prevention and resorption of maritime pollution,

general? Coastal and enclosed waters are characteristic

and

of the problems facing the oceans all around the
world. They are busier, they are more subject to

蓖The establishment of a genuine, sustainable development

pollution and environmental degradation, be it from

with regard to the exploitation of sea resources.

the land or from the sea. And they are more vulnerable
to excessive exploitation of their resources, be they

These are the objectives of the maritime strategy,

biological or mineral. They are the principle source

which is being pursued by our Ministry. Although

of protein for more than one billion persons. Seas

this strategy has not been finalized, we can mention

and oceans must be effectively protected against the

the main principles which are the basis of its architecture.

various different threats to which they are exposed.

It is inspired by the mechanisms of the framework

Here, we are talking both about coastal degradation,

directive concerning water, and it is aimed at good

12
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protected maritime areas outside areas covered by

for all the water under the jurisdiction of the European

national jurisdictions. This is a regrettable state of

continent. The follow‑up of this water quality con‑

affairs, and the president of the French Republic,

sists of three stages. First of all, a diagnosis of the

Jacques Chirac , alerted public opinion , and the

current state of affairs. Then, the definition of good

international scientific community, of this point during

sea quality and the objectives to be reached, as a

the international conference on biodiversity, which

function of the different fragilities which are the

was held in UNESCO in January 2005.

specific nature of each sector. Finally, the establish‑
ment of an observatory of the state of the sea, with

Today progress has been made. The General Assembly

resources of each member state.

of the United Nations has decided to open discussions
on high‑sea governance. Our oceans contain huge

The European marine strategy , which will be

riches and the question of their exploitation for the

characterized by a major ambition, which is the good

profit of humanity is legitimate and that question

state of all marine water, and which will be served

will be promised.

both by our perennial organization and with impor‑
tant resources, will make it possible to consolidate

There, in a few words, are the major preoccupations

international cooperation around this theme. Scientific

of the French Ministry, which are in parallel and

initiative and political initiatives promoting preserva‑

closely linked to your own concerns. We are very

tion and conservation of coastal waters therefore

interested and we will be very interested in the work

depend on consultation at the very highest level of

that you will be doing this week and in the future.

each state.
Ladies and Gentlemen, on behalf of Madame Nelly
Our 21st century, these decisions will not be impos‑

Olin, the Minster, I would like once more to thank

able. They will have to be taken through discussion.

all of the organizers and all the participants in this

They will be the fruit of negotiation between all

event, which our country is so happy to welcome

partners. Amongst all the political approaches which

here, and I am persuaded that this conference will

have been developed in our country, I would like to

be rich in scientific knowledge and will be a place

mention two. France, as many other countries have

for deepening that knowledge for all those who know

done , has launched an initiative in the domain of

how important the sea is and the extent to which it

the integrated management of coastal areas.

is a precious link between us.

Another approach has been developed in France
within the framework of the law voted on April 14,

The French always have a line running through

2006 on national parks, natural sea parks and the
regional natural areas which was presented to parlia‑

their mind . It was penned by the famous poet ,
Charles Baudelaire; "Homme libre, toujours tu cheriras

ment by the Minister , Madame Nelly Olin . The

la mer! （Free man , you shall forever cherish the

marine natural parks created by this law , dated

vast sea! ） This quotation , which must often be

April 14, 2006, are organized in a network which is

quoted in your assemblies, seems to me to be written

run by an agency of protected marine areas, which

on the forehead of the international conference as an

was also brought into existence with this law. They

obligation and a duty for all men.

have been designed in order to bring together all
the partners involved in a park in an integrated
approach which is aimed at consensus and a rational
utilization of the area covered by the park.
Before finishing, I would like to remind you of our
interest and the attachment our country feels for the
development of protected maritime areas. You know,
as I do , that it is still impossible today to create

13
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2-3 Commemorative Address
2
Opening Ceremony

Mr. Toshizo Ido
Chair, Board of Directors
International EMECS Center
Governor, Hyogo Prefecture, Japan

Good morning, everyone. As chairman of the board

to provide appropriate assistance following disasters;

of directors of the International EMECS Center, one

and, 3）disaster‑prevention measures at the community

of the sponsors of the 7th International Conference

level. As part of this effort, we are providing assist‑

on the Environmental Management of Enclosed

ance to the International Recovery Platform （IRP）,

Coastal Seas / 40th Symposium of the Estuarine and

established in Kobe last year, with the goal of offer‑

Coastal Science Association , and as governor of

ing a helping hand in recovery efforts in stricken

Hyogo Prefecture, Japan, the home of the International

areas throughout the world. We are also providing

EMECS Center , I am sincerely grateful that this

financial support to the United Nations Central

conference is underway with so many people attending

Emergency Response Fund of the U.N. Office for

from countries and regions around the world.

the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs for emergency
measures required during times of disaster.

I would first of all like to express my sincere apprecia‑
tion once again for the generous support we received

This EMECS conference will feature the tsunami that

from all over the world at the time of the Great

occurred in the Indian Ocean of December 2004 in

Hanshin‑Awaji Earthquake that hit southern Hyogo

the Asia‑Pacific Coasts Session, a special session jointly

Prefecture on January 17, 1995. Eleven years have

hosted by the Asia‑Pacific Network for Global Change

since passed and, thanks to everyone's help, people

Research. I hope that lessons learned from the disaster

in the areas that were devastated by the quake have

and recovery efforts will be reported in the session,

overcome their ordeal, the local population and business

thus providing us with an opportunity to think about

activities have surpassed pre‑earthquake levels, and

risk management and environmental conservation to

Hyogo Prefecture has now entered a fresh, new stage.

achieve sustainable development in coastal regions.

The experience of the earthquake made us realize

The 1st EMECS conference was held in Kobe, Japan,

the importance of preparing for natural disasters and

in 1990, while the 6th was held in Bangkok, Thailand.

disaster‑prevention measures, along with appropriate

EMECS conferences have inspired growing interest

assistance when such catastrophic events happen. It

in enclosed coastal environments. Themes of past

prompted us to host the United Nations World Confer‑

conferences have covered a wide range of topics such

ence on Disaster Reduction in Kobe in January 2005,

as 1）Enclosed coastal sea environmental conservation

with the hope of providing appropriate assistance

and appropriate use 2）Effective governance of coastal

within an international framework when help is needed,

areas 3） Interaction of land activities, fresh water

and we are actively working on details of the Hyogo

and enclosed coastal seas , and participation and

Framework for Action, which was established at the

coordination among scientists, government officials,

conference. The conference reaffirmed the importance
of 1）disaster reduction measures for predictable events;

private enterprises, citizens, and NGOs 4）Environmental

2） the establishment of an international framework

of such environments 5）The importance of environmental

recovery of enclosed coastal seas and active creation

14
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ents, we must take responsibility not only in each

education for young people who will forge the future.

location , but also in regard to impacts on wider
areas and timeframes beyond the immediate scope.

2

tion are a few topics that have drawn major interest

This conference is possible due to the efforts of Nicole

at past conferences. Programs have been implemented

Le Querler , chancellor of the University of Caen

in the Seto Inland Sea mainly to reduce the burdens

Basse ‑ Normandie , and chair of the International

imposed upon it from the land, including both restric‑

Organizing Committee, Jean‑Paul Ducrotoy, professor

tions on industrial, and measures against domestic,

emeritus of the University of Hull, U . K ., who is

wastewater, however, the sea has yet to recover its

Chair of the Program Sub ‑ Committee and local

former beautiful, rich state. We have prompted a

executive committee chair, members of the Study

revitalized, more active revival movement for the

Group of Estuarine and Coastal Ecosystems , and

Opening Ceremony

The revival of natural environments, the active crea‑

Seto Inland Sea, including the establishment of new

many other friends and associates. I would like to

laws and natural water purification systems. As for

extend my heartfelt gratitude to them once again.

environmental education, Hyogo Prefecture is implement‑

I would also like to thank all the people who have

in g prefecture ‑ w id e efforts th ro u g h sc h o ols ,

gathered here, not only from France but from so

communities, NPOs and other organizations to teach

many other countries and regions at this conference.

the importance of forests, rivers, and oceans. When

I would like to conclude by encouraging in ‑ depth

I visited Chesapeake Bay in the U.S., which was

discussion over the next four days based on the 6th

where an EMECS conference was once held, I was

conference of 2003, and hope this conference will

deeply impressed that environmental education from

prove to be a fruitful experience for you all.

tion of such environments, and environmental educa‑

a young age had a huge effect, with a positive influ‑
ence even in people's homes. I believe, therefore,
that EMECS conferences can have a major influence
on such issues as well.
Global warming has reached a point that can no longer
be overlooked . The Kyoto Protocol has finally got
off the ground despite the lack of participation by
the United States. I am glad that a new framework
was agreed to, which included the U . S ., China ,
and India at the last environmental summit held in
Montreal , and I am looking forward to healthy
developments.
The theme of this conference is based upon the
concept that people should bear responsibility for using
nature in a sustainable way and conserving it so that
future generations can also benefit from nature. Our
activities have a major impact on nature in many
different ways ‑ not only direct influences where such
activities take place, but also on a larger perspective,
beyond our scope in terms of space and time, such
as global warming. For example, greenhouse gases
created through using fossil ‑fuel energy here are
contributing to the erosion of coastal areas around
islands far out into the Pacific Ocean, and we have
to remember that. Regarding the use and conserva‑
tion of enclosed coastal seas and coastal area environm‑

15
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3-1 Impacts of Climate Change on
Coastal Areas and Possible Responses
3

President, the International EMECS Center

Thank you Mr. Chairman.

First, I would like to touch upon the Greenland ice
sheet. As you know, we have a lot of accumulation

I am Yoichi Kaya. I am President of the International

of water in Greenland, which is balanced now, but

EMECS Center.

if the temperature goes up, then it will have quite
a strong impact on the accumulation of water there,

First of all, I would like to express my sincere thanks

and the ablation of the ice sheet will occur, then

to the local organizer for making these preparations

what temperature might be the point where the bal‑

and also my deep gratitude to the participants of

ance will break down? That is the question we have

this conference for coming . Since I have been

had, and according to several papers the temperature

connected to climate change and energy matters for

is now thought to be 2.7 degrees Celsius.

many years, my talk today is unavoidably connected
to climate change.

There have been several calculations, and according
to these calculations, if the temperature rise is lower

I would like to talk about two topics that are connected

than 2.7 degrees Celsius , nothing may happen .

to each other . The first is the impact of climate

However, if the temperature increases higher than

change on the Atlantic Ocean . The next topic is

2.7 degrees Celsius then in that case it will have an

response strategies to mitigate global warming.

impact on such accumulation and finally the water
will go out of Greenland to the Atlantic Ocean. Then

So, first the impact. If we look at the impacts of

the sea level of the Atlantic ocean will go up. For

climate change on global warming , we can divide

example , if we look at a temperature rise of 4.0

these into two types, as shown here. First is Type I,

degrees ‑ in that case , the sea level rise in the

it is a kind of continuous type. In other words, the

Atlantic Ocean ‑ after one thousand years ‑ might

impact is a continuous function of temperature change.

be around 1.5 meters. In one sense, it is quite large

But the other ‑ we call it Type II ‑ is an almost

but in another sense, the speed of the rise in seawater

discontinuous function of the temperature change. In

is quite slow, but anyhow, in the end or, eventual‑

other words, if the temperature comes up to some

ly, the sea level will rise by 7 meters. It is quite

threshold then we will have quite a huge impact.

a huge impact, in that sense, we have to avoid it.

A typical example of this kind is the collapse of the
West Antarctic ice shelf.

But in order to do so, what kind of things do we

So, I would like to talk about two types of Type II

have to do? That is the question we face. According

change in the Atlantic Ocean.

to another paper, it is connected to the concentration
of greenhouse gases in the air. With 50% probability,

First is the melting of Greenland ice sheet, and the

it might be between 600 and 750 ppm, but if we only

second one is the breakdown of thermohaline circulation.

look at 5% probability, then it goes down to around
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450 ppm, while the present concentration of greenhouse
gases in the air is about 380. In that sense , the
melting of the Greenland ice sheet is not expected in
the near future, but in the long run we will have

3

quite a drastic change.
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And if you look at this figure , you can see that
Thermohaline Circulation, THC, will break down if
the temperature is higher than 4 or 5 degrees and
the speed of change is 0.02 degrees higher. In that
Another serious impact of climate change is the

sense, it is still about the long‑term future rather

breakdown of thermohaline circulation. Thermohaline

than the short term future. However, such change

circulation is the circulation of the water in the oceans.

is already occurring.

This is just a figure illustrating circulation in the
Atlantic Ocean. The current comes from the Caribbean

These are the results shown in a quite recent paper

Sea to the north, and then sinks down in the deep

published in Nature ‑ it was actually in 2005. They

sea around 2,000 meters and returns to the south.

made measurements of the speed of circulation in

Because of this circulation, we can get the heat from

the Atlantic Ocean around the Caribbean Sea. The

the south in Europe because of the eastern wind.

green column represents the speed of the current in
1957, almost 50 years ago, while the blue column

But if we have climate change this circulation will

represents the speed in 2004, or the present time.

receive a quite large impact because of that kind of

If you look at the example, the speed of the cur‑

annual change. A rise in temperature will give us

rent at a depth of less than 1,000 meters, the speed

an increase in rainfall in the North Atlantic Ocean,

decreased by 20 % in 50 years. And again, if you

the density of water on the surface of the North

look at the bottom , you can see the speed of the

Atlantic Ocean will go down, the speed of sinking

current coming back from north to south fell by 20

will be reduced , and then finally stopped. But, if

% . In other words , the total circulation speed of

this kind of circulation were to stop, it could have

Thermohaline Circulation decreased by almost 20% in

a quite strong impact on ocean ecosystems as well

the last 50 years. In that sense, we are now experienc‑

as the climate of Europe. According to some calcula‑

ing a quite drastic change of circulation. So, probably,

tions, the mean temperature of Europe will go down

the breakdown of this THC（Thermohaline Circulation）

by 4 degrees Celsius, and this will have quite a large

will occur in the long term future, in two centuries,

impact.

but the change is already occurring . We have to
make a lot of efforts to reduce the increase in
greenhouse gases in the atmosphere.

Of course, in this case, the problem is when should
we expect this kind of change? There are a lot of
calculations and our institute RITE made some kind
of calculations based upon the results of the simula‑
tion by Professor Stocker, and these are the results.
The chart represents the temperature change, while
the direct axis represents the speed of temperature
change.
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States. In total, the permissible zone of the rise in
temperature is only 0.3 or ‑ at most ‑ 1.2 degrees
Celsius . In that sense , we have to make a lot of
effort to mitigate global warming from now, if we
want to follow the EU proposal.

necessary response to the EU proposal. As you know,
nowadays, only ANNEX 1 countries, or developed
countries , have a duty to limit their emissions of
greenhouse gases and if they want to continue such
efforts, according to the Kyoto Protocol after 2012,
then what kind of request will be made under the
Then, what kind of strategy might be appropriate?

EU proposal? The result is a 70‑90 % reduction in

Of course, mitigation of greenhouse gases. We have

greenhouse gas emissions in 40 years. It is a big

the framework convention of climate change and also

amount. As you know, the Kyoto Protocol requires

the Kyoto Protocol.

a 5.2 % reduction in greenhouse gas emissions for
ANNEX 1 countries in the next 20 years . This

The European Union made a proposal in February

requirement is much higher than that amount, so

2005 about the possible temperature change in the

how can we achieve such a target?

future. According to that proposal, we should limit
the rise in the global temperature to 2 degrees when

Although we believe that a 2‑degree target seems

compared to the pre ‑industrial level . The reason

appropriate, there are a lot of problems. One is that

why the EU ministers meeting believed that 2 degrees

the participation of countries which want to make

is appropriate is shown here, but since the time is

efforts is limited. As you know, the United States

limited, I would like to skip the explanation of this

is already outside the Kyoto Protocol . And also

table.

developing countries do not want to limit their
greenhouse gas emissions. So the present amount of
greenhouse gas emissions of ANNEX 1 countries is
only 30 % of the world emissions ‑ quite a small
amount.
The second barrier is that the target itself is quite
severe , as I said before ‑ so even if ANNEX 1
countries want to achieve such a hard target, it is
quite difficult for them to achieve such a target in
time. Then how should we do it?
I would like to propose another approach rather than
the framework convention here. In this case what I

But this 2‑degree proposal also has problems. The

would like to say has two points. One is that we

most serious one is that we have already experienced

have to make another kind of agreement in parallel

some rise in temperature when compared to the pre‑

with the FCCC and the Kyoto Protocol. I am not

industrial level . Since 1800, the global surface

saying we need to substitute the FCCC or Kyoto

temperature has already risen by 0.7 degrees Celsius.

Protocol by some other agreement ‑ rather to add

And, according to the emissions of greenhouse gases,

another agreement consistent with the present FCCC.

we have to experience further increases in global

My proposal consists of two points. The first one is

temperature, probably between 0.2 and 1 degree

a multi‑country agreement. The second one is an ac‑

Celsius, according to Professor Wigley in the United

tion‑oriented agreement.
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Dr. Weiss of Germany made a calculation about a
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The first one is multi‑country cooperation. As you

may give them economic benefits . So , there are

know, the FCCC or Kyoto Protocol is based on the

many such measures and one example can be found

United Nations ‑ in other words each country has

in industry. There are a lot of possibilities in industry

equal rights, regardless of the size of the country.

for energy conservation.

Hong Kong has the same rights as the United States.

Keynote Lectures

But if you look at global warming ‑ climate change

This is our own example shown in the iron and steel

‑ it is affected by the total amount of greenhouse

industry. As you know, the iron and steel industries

gas emissions, so a larger country has a larger impact.

have spent a lot of energy in their sectors ‑ in the

We have to recognize this. We should have an agreement

case of Japan, about 10% of total energy is spent in

among large countries that have large emissions of

this sector ‑ so energy conservation in this sector is

greenhouse gases . A typical example is the Asia

quite influential. Japan introduced various kinds of

Pacific Partnerships organized two years ago ‑

energy conservation measures in the iron and steel

Governor Ido mentioned it this morning ‑ and it

industry, such as CDQ, which stands for Coke Dry

includes six countries ‑ United States , Japan ,

Quenching method. TRT is an energy conservation

Australia, Korea, China and India. And the total

method in blast furnaces and others.

emissions of the greenhouse gases of these six
countries is more than half of the world's emissions,
in that sense if these six countries put a lot of effort
into reducing greenhouse gases, it will have a much
larger impact than the Kyoto Protocol.
Nowadays, these six countries have been making a
lot of effort to make a real proposal to reduce
greenhouse emissions among these countries, so we
expect that these kinds of agreements will have a
larger impact. In future, I would like to have the
same kind of agreement within the G8 or the summit.
As you know, the G8 now includes not only countries
such as the US, UK, France, Germany, Japan and
others, but also Russia and China, so if we total up

If we look at Japan , alm ost all iron and steel

these countries in terms of greenhouse gas emissions,

companies have introduced these kinds of facilities

it is more than 80% of the world's emissions, I really

already. Because of that, the energy efficiency and

hope that the G8 will make some kind of agreement

the profitability of the iron and steel industry in

about limiting greenhouse gas emissions.

Japan is the highest in the world. While, if we look
at countries such as China, they have not introduced

The next point is that an agreement should be on

such kind of energy conservation measures at all

actions rather than targets per se. The US does not

except COG recovery. So, there are a lot of chances

want to have so‑called numerical targets, such as a

for them to introduce these kinds of measures if they

reduction in greenhouse gases by such and such a

want to make more profit.

level. Rather, they would like to do something real
to reduce greenhouse gases in parallel with some

Of course, there are some barriers, such as invest‑

benefit to the economy ‑ that is the introduction of

ment and some kind of scale of the facilities. But

so‑called 'no‑regret' measures. If, for example, we

these kinds of barriers can be overcome by coopera‑

make energy conservation, we can reduce greenhouse

tion of these countries and agreements. If we introduce

gas emissions, but also we can reduce energy costs

a multi‑country, action‑oriented agreement it will

so we can find some benefit to the economy. Even

have quite an important impact on the reduction of

if countries don't want to make any cuts in their

greenhouse gases. I would therefore like to introduce

contribution to global warming, they may adopt such

such an agreement in parallel with the Kyoto Protocol

kind of 'no‑regret' measures because these measures

and the FCCC.
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My conclusion is that we should increase our efforts
to avoid the catastrophic impact of climate change,
but in that case we should promote a mixed strategy
combining the FCCC ‑ the present one ‑ and an
agreement, which most large developed and develop‑

3
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ing countries can accept and promote reductions in
greenhouse gases.
Thank you very much.
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3-2 Shared Responsibility: Participation in
Ecological Projects as a Means of
Empowering Communities to Contribute to
Coastal Management Processes

Prof. Stewart Evans
Dove Marine Laboratory
School of Marine Sciences and Technology
Newcastle University, UK

say in the local environment.

The title of my talk is Participation in Ecological
Projects as a means of Empowering Communities to
Contribute to Coastal Management Processes. That's

The approach is to develop the community groups

me ‑ Stuart Evans ‑ and that is where I come from.

and they work in collaboration with scientists and
other people with specialist knowledge, to conserve

This is, of course we already know, is one of the

an area or develop management plans for an area

themes of this conference.

that is of some importance. They work in partner‑
ship with the environmental managers from the very

Stated in the conference outline in this way , the

beginning, and that is an essential component ‑ that

environment belongs to all and it follows that we

the environmental managers are identified and they

share responsibility for its sustainable use and the

are involved in the partnership. The outcome is that

benefit of future generations.

the community group will produce its own manage‑
ment plans.

The theme that we have been developing in our
own project at Newcastle University, which we call

The particular project is based on sand dunes ‑ a

"joint responsibility" rather than "shared responsibility",

local colloquial name for dunes in North East England

which states really the same thing, that the environment

is "links", and so it is the Blyth‑Hartly Links, and

belongs to everybody , to all of us, and we must

as an area it's only a 3‑ kilometer stretch of sand

develop a new ethic in which we share responsibility

dunes. You might notice a little V two‑thirds of the

for its future. So how do we involve everybody?

way along the photograph where there is a problem.
You can probably just make out a road behind the

What I would like to do is to give you an example

dunes, where you notice that V nearly touches the

of one of the projects that we run at Newcastle

road.

University ‑ the program title is, The North Sea ‑
its Sustainable Future, and I want to talk about a
project built around a coastal town in North East
England ‑ the town of Blyth ‑ in which we could
involve the community, and I hope that at the end
of the talk you will agree that that community ‑ or
a big part of that community ‑ now has an important
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there are the stoats that they feed on ‑ mice and
shrews in the population. We also got the local fishermen
and yachts people to do a survey of whales and
dolphins off the coast ‑ that is a little bit of a separate
study, but again the specialist opportunity, or special‑
knowledge these people have.
Also a historical survey going back finding old
photographs ‑ how were the dunes used in the past?
Mostly as a source of sand and so on.
So this is the situation. We have the environmental

An old Bandstand. It was not planted in that lake ‑

managers who are the local authority ‑ the Blyth

that lake has come around it through rain and disuse

Valley Borough Council ‑ and then we have a special

I am afraid.

group ‑ the Links Conservation Group ‑ this is their
own name. This is about 30 local people who expressed

Wartime structures. First and Second World War

a keen interest in looking after and doing something

searchlights, gun emplacements ‑ this was a potential

about a habitat of local importance . And , they

area where an invasion might occur.

collaborated and sought input from a range of different
people ‑ the local wildlife and historical associations,

Also, measuring the movement of sand. A series of

high school students, university students, scientists,

posts that had been placed in the dunes in the 1950

consultants ‑ not working for a consultancy but as

s and which the council ‑ the authority ‑ had taken

experts giving their time freely ‑ fishermen , and

some measurements of profiles of the dunes ‑ and

members of a yachting club and others.

so they could look at the movement of sand on the
shore and in the dunes ‑ enabled us to repeat this ‑

Stage one of the project is information gathering .

they had done this, I have to say, without the data,

They need to find out about their dunes, and this is

without actually using it, so we had it a group of

a fascinating process but we have not really got time

school students, university students, actually gather‑

to go into it. So, with those different people, the

ing information about changes that had occurred in

different specialists, whoever they might be, they

the dunes.

did a number of surveys ‑ first of all of the wildlife
…of birds, there are lots of interesting stories; the

And that is the sort of data they got, and the same

thrush and those snails that are shown in the other

end of the dunes. And you can see the data for 1953

diagram, but I am afraid we don't have time.

follows a pattern , and if you look at the data in
yellow for 2004, you can see that there had been a

The plants ‑ what we discovered working with local

considerable build up of sand in the dunes over that

botanists and university botanists is that there are

period of time.

lots of rare and interesting plants in the dunes.
Butterflies ‑ the same phenomenon. The Dingy Skipper
butterfly, there are some beautiful ones and many
rare ones like the Dingy Skipper.
Moths. Lyme Grass moth. Rare species are present
there.
Mammals. The usual mammals you would expect.
The dunes support a big population of rabbits and
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So, information gathering, and I hope I have been

and the group was invited to submit plans to a

able, without giving you very much information in

government planning process ‑ the Shoreline Manage‑

a way, to show that the dunes are full of interest

ment Plan. This could also act at regional level ‑ th‑

and stories and all of us involved were very impressed,

ings that the authority ‑ the environmental manag‑

very interested. The next stage is actually Phase 2 ‑

ers ‑ the Blyth Council ‑ could actually act on

one of the problems with the dunes.

themselves. And then at the local level, where people
could actually do something themselves ‑ things to
do for themselves.

One of the problems is access. The dunes are a local
leisure resource ‑ people take their dogs, use it for
access to the shore, there is always a lot of activity

So at the national level, they made several recommenda‑

on this particular shore. It is regarded as a popular

tions and they submitted these to the Shoreline

resource, and so there are paths all the way through

Management Plan, as I said, with Meggies Burn,

the dunes, and in some places it creates a problem.

the stream that runs through the dunes ‑ they
suggested the outfall pipe going under the road should

And when you get a problem with trampling, it kills

be extended out to sea so that it was not having an

the vegetation and, of course, the winds get at it

impact on the dunes. They suggested that the num‑

and you have an even worse situation with big

ber of access points should be reduced, and the third

blowouts.

one, that there should be rehabilitation of the dunes
in the damaged areas. Now this would involve move‑
ment of sand from where it was building up to those
places where there were blow outs and other loss of
sand , and then some replanting of the stabilizing
grass ‑ Marram grass ‑ even at the national plan
level, they have actually had one of their actions
acted upon, that there has been sand movement back
to those places and some planting of Marram grass.
For the regional recommendations ‑ there are a
whole variety of measures ‑ constructing wooden
pathways from the road onto the shore to reduce
trampling and several others.

I mentioned the stream that runs across the dunes.
It runs under the road behind the dunes though a

The group suggested to the council that they should

tunnel, which comes out at the base of the dunes,

design and publish a nature trail for the dunes to

and where that is occurring there has been a

raise general awareness of the interesting things in

tremendous loss of sand. That was the place I referred

the dunes, and also design and erect display boards.

to earlier, where the dunes had been cut back almost
to the road. Of course, dunes are natural sea defenses
and that is potentially a problem.
And so we have a number of problems with the loss
of sand in certain places, build up of sand in other
places, with lots of cars through the dunes, certain
access points particularly causing a problem . So ,
what are the recommendations that came from the
Community Links Group after the study?
Well, the plans came at three different levels. Firstly
those that can have an impact at the national level,
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The Council acted on these and this is just a photograph

‑ and little tufts of it elsewhere. Within two or three

of the cover of the nature trail through the dunes

years, one hopes that it will be back to a normal

and on the other side there are a number of stop‑

part of the dunes system.

off points, which draw attention to features of social,
It is very important, of course, to disseminate the

historical and wildlife interest.
There are four information panels which go along

community ‑ there are many means of dissemination ‑

that trail, which provide different kinds of information

but one of them is to talk to the community and

about the fragility of the dune system , about the

get people from the community such as the ornitholo‑

importance of conserving it, about its history and so

gists, the fishing people and also scientists, to come

on . There is also a "Snail Trail" at the bottom of

and give presentations about the dunes.

each of the panels for children to follow.
So we said Shared Responsibility at the beginning.
And then for themselves , the community group

In this project we have involved local community at

suggested that they should take part in the replant‑

all sorts of levels ‑ we have involved scientists both

ing of grass where the sand had been moved back

government officials, wildlife groups, historical societies,

from the blow outs and some of the access points,

industry in the form of environmental consultants,

they took part in replanting Marram grass. They

and also the sponsorship of things like the production

decided they should monitor the health of the dunes

that nature trail I showed.

using fixed point photography and other measures
into the future, and they should also clear up plastic

So what does the project achieve? I think it achieves

litter pollution, which was a problem in the dunes.

a number of things. It raises awareness of an important
habitat, it generates valuable information, and collates
it and brings it all together. It motivates people to
care about their local environment , and it gives
participants a feeling of responsibility and ownership
about the environment ‑ they are doing something
about it.
But it also empowers them to actually participate in
local management processes, in both national programs,
regional programs and their own community involvement.

This is a slide of the actual planting or measuring
where they have planted Marram grass.
This is one of the success stories ‑ when they replant
Marram grass, they put Hessian sacking over the
sand and then fence it, partly to reduce the wind
effect but also to prevent people from trampling over
the area.
This is now one of the close‑ups ‑ and you can see
that actually some of the planting has actually been

Now why is this important? When you are involved

successful. It has kept the sand there ‑ this is a

in a project like this, it becomes self‑evident. Within

year later ‑ it has kept the sand in position , and

these communities, there are a whole range of skills

you can see the Marram grass is coming back there

and a whole range of knowledge, which are often
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knowledge that it is a big section of the Blyth
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not used. I think one of the examples is of people
like farmers and fishermen who have a quite extraordinary
knowledge of the local environment, but one finds
that is not only the case within historical associations,

3

and wildlife groups there is a tremendous amount of
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expertise and knowledge , which can be gathered
and used.
Our vision is that of the whole community in the
North East of England actually participating in a
whole series of projects like this , so the whole
community, the regional community of North East
England, actually takes a full role in the management
of its coastal environment.
Thank you very much.
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4-1 "The Science and Management
of the North Sea and the Baltic Sea:
History, Present Threats and Future
Challenges"

University of Hull, UK

of them, the way the stakeholders are involved in

Good afternoon, Ladies and Gentlemen.

that management, but also the features.
What I want to do is to give you a flavor of what
these two seas are like, and then try and talk about

I had better give you a few photographs to show

some of the management.

you what they are like . So let's look at a bit of
coastline.This is actually the North Sea coastline.

And you can see that they are two very large sea
areas.

North Sea coasts are dominated by estuaries. They
are very good feeding and wintering grounds.

I thought I might as well give you the summary
now, rather than the summary at the end! These

The North Sea systems are very much dominated

two areas have got many things in common, and I

by tides, but in contrast the Baltic areas do not have

will discuss those with you. One you can think of

tides, and so this gives them their particular features.

as a large lagoon and one as a large embayment.
So we have systems like this: no tides but very much
ice‑dominated for a large part of the year.
What I want to do is base this around our DPSIR
approach , looking at Driving Forces , Pressures,
State changes, Impacts and Response. Now I will
give you a few examples of that.
This in essence is the DPSIR approach; it is either
a cyclical or even a helical process, where drivers
create pressures , pressures create state change ,
state change creates impact, and impacts need some‑
thing to be done about them ‑ hence the response.
And I would like to talk about that.

Most of these are regarded as large green ecosystems,
and so it is important for us to think of them in
those terms. So I want to talk about the management
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deal with, the problems are completely dominated
by over‑fishing.
You can see, in places like the North Sea, where
that pressure comes from . The large commercial
fisheries to the north and very large benthic or beam

4

trawling to the south.
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But you see with both of those, where the fishing
pressure is causing problems , both of them are
subjected to over‑fishing, and obviously this is of
great concern.
I want to talk about it in the framework of the way

Not least in that concern, is not just the removal of

these threats to these systems are changing. As you

the stocks but also the damage that that fishing is

will see on the left hand side, there are the 'traditional'

doing. And this happens to be the classic fishing in

threats that we all worry about. What I want to do

the southern North Sea , which is beam trawling,

is to talk about some of them but I particularly

which now has a history of changing the ecosystem

want to talk about the ones on the right‑hand side.

in a large way.

I would like to talk about those threats, and the
response to those threats, are being dealt with in

And of course, one of the main problems that conserva‑

these two areas.

tion bodies are getting concerned about is the effect
of that fishing on the rest of the ecosystem, what
we talk about as the 'ecosystem' approach; the effect
on cetaceans such as porpoise.
And the effect on sea ‑ bird populations , from the
removal of some of their food. So one of the domi‑
nant themes in this is not just the fishing but the
effect on the ecosystem.
Within the North Sea, perhaps the biggest problem
we are confronting is habitat loss. And this is perma‑
nent habitat loss, and the removal of areas. And
this contrasts with the Baltic, where we do not have

This is where the problems come from. As you all

so much permanent habitat loss but we have tempora‑

know the problems are people, and hopefully the

ry habitat loss. Things like habitat loss to ice‑cover,

solutions are people . Very large populations live

which is a natural event. I'd like to spend a short

round those seas.

time focusing on those.

We can see that where those populations are, they

Now, as you heard in the talk earlier, climate change

create the problems. In both of these seas, we have

is one of the biggest problems facing all of our seas.

a large population in the south east of the areas .

It's a problem affecting the North Sea more than it's

Both of those areas are where the restricted circula‑

affecting the Baltic, and I will explain why. If you

tion is, where the larger inputs are, and so on.

think of climate change as an 'exogenic unmanaged

I will talk about fishing to start with. A traditional

pressure', that is while we are managing local areas,
we are not managing climate change; we are merely

very larger 'stressor' and most people would take

managing our responses to it.

the view that no matter what other pressures we
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I will explain why. This is an example of habitat loss
along one of the North Sea estuaries. This happens
to be one estuary, the Humber estuary, which is
one of the estuaries I do a lot of work on now, but
this shows very simply what change there is in
habitats over a couple of hundred years.

4

the right hand side . The other problem that the
southern North Sea has is isostatic rebound. That is,
the land is sinking, and that is obviously causing a
greater sea‑level rise. So the southern North Sea on
the eastern coast of England, and the western coast
That is not just a historical problem : habitat loss

of the Netherlands, Belgium Germany Denmark, the

through land claim is still going on. A example is

land is sinking as well as sea level rising. What that

a proposal for a new port in London , which will

diagram shows is that the Baltic doesn't have that

again lead to a loss to part of the Thames estuary.

problem. The Baltic, because of isostatic rebound,
most of the Baltic countries, are rising up. So sea

Why we are concerned within the North Sea estuaries

level is less of a problem there. I guess the message

for that habitat loss is because it's removing organic

there is if we want to avoid sea‑level rise, we move

matter , it's removing the fuel that is supporting

to Scotland or Scandinavian countries!

those wading birds and fish populations that I touched
on earlier. So habitat loss by man's actions, remov‑

Having solved the problems of the North Sea by hav‑

ing organic matter, is one of the biggest problems

ing to move away from the classic coastal develop‑

around the North Sea.

ments like fossilizing the coasts the concrete setback
so things like managing realignment, moving coasts
back, creating habitats.

The other thing that characterizes the North Sea
coastlines is coastal erosion. Some of the coasts are
facing a heavy erosion of up to 2 meters a year

But of course in some areas, that is not enough .

which is quite severe if you live on those coasts.

We have to protect our land , we have to protect
areas; so for example, you can see at the bottom

Well, we have to look at that coastal change, that

there, the Thames Valley ‑ we have to protect our

habitat loss, in a historical and geological context.

Houses of Parliament from potential flooding and the

On the left there, it shows, a very long time geological‑

dominant theme is dry beach and protect the land

ly, the changes, and the fact that the Thames and

against everything.

the Rhine were common estuaries coming out on to
the North Sea.

So the North Sea estuaries have created a lot of
those policies, plans and strategies for dealing with
that habitat change.
So not only flood‑risk management planning but also
habitat planning. And perhaps we will get the ch‑
ance to talk about these later on in the meeting.
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What I am trying to talk about is the diagram on
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And the aim of trying to manage environments is

And these are things that we are becoming concerned

really managing this thing ‑ managing carrying capacity.

about. Biological pollution caused by man moving

How do we regain carrying capacity , how do we

organisms around, and also global warming moving

maintain it? How do we create it? And that is a

organisms around . What people have called the

challenge particularly for the North Sea coastal areas.

"McDonaldalization" of our marine fauna, where the
world is becoming more and more similar as orga‑

4
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Now let's move on to a problem that is more Baltic.

nisms get moved around.

One thing about pollutants ‑ we still talk about

So this is where both the North Sea and the Baltic

chemical pollutants. But one of the things I want to
focus on is biological pollution: the presence of introduced

are going in trying to work out the problems concerned

species.

been lost, what niches there are, are there any niches

with that biodiversity change ‑ what species have
spare for colonization, and so on.

This gives you an idea of the changes to performers
of these areas, the North Sea and the Baltic, because

Perhaps the biggest problem confronting the Baltic,

of invasive species. The top right hand species there,

and much less than confronting the North Sea , is

Chinese mitten crab , is now colonizing , causing a

eutrophication. Eutrophication where we look for a

lot of problems along a lot of North Sea coasts. Well

suite of symptoms. Eutrophication is not just organic

actually, it is the fish at the bottom there, that is

matter, it is the symptoms that are caused by that.

showing the problems, and, indeed the benefits, that

Low tide problems in the North Sea, as I will show

can occur to introduced species.

in a minute, but very much wider in the Baltic.
It is difficult to see it, but the 'horrendogram' that
you can see on the left hand side there, is by Cecilia
Lundberg in Finland, where Cecilia has been looking
at the problems of eutrophication across the Baltic.
And the right hand side there shows why people
are getting concerned about this because of large
areas of anoxic sea bed, because of high nutrients
and organic matter.

This is why the Baltic is very concerned about
introduced species; the Ponto‑Caspian links. The links
between the Black Sea and the Caspian Sea and the
Baltic that is leading to a lot of species coming in.
And it is this that is giving rise to that wrong
species that I mentioned before . That is now of
human commercial benefit. It's being used as a fish‑
ery. So there are benefits to introduced species.
This shows why the Baltic is so concerned about

Changes to oxygen levels , changes to the bed ,

non‑native species. There are so many of them. A

changes to the benthos and so on in the Baltic.

large number of nuisance species that have come into
the Baltic, and therefore are changing its functioning,

The Baltic is supported by a huge amount of excel‑

changing its habitat.

lent science , such as this mass balance by Fred
Wulff and his colleagues. And I will come back later
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to talk about just how the science is linking into an

physiography. The openness for the North Sea and

understanding of the Baltic and eutrophication.

the closed‑ness of the Baltic. The different residence
time. In the order of months in the North Sea, that

As far as the North Sea is concerned, as I said at

is, water residence time, to years and even decades

the beginning, it is much more of an open embay‑

for the Baltic , and , of course , that is where the

ment. It is got greater flushing characteristics than

problems are coming from.

the Baltic, it has got shorter "residence time", and
so the nutrients do not hang around so long; they

This is one of the best graphics I know that shows

do disperse. But we still have problems where nutrients

the inner feature of the Baltic and why there are

and eutrophication are causing adverse consequences.

problem for it. And taken from this angle you can

And of course, there is this very large anti‑clockwise

see it really is a land‑locked sea. It has very little

gyre in the North Sea that is delivering nutrients to

opening to the open ocean.

4

Those problems get translated into things that are
of consequence for man , such as DSP and PSB
outbreaks.
But of course, Europe is doing something about that.
We have a lot of directives that are trying to control
nutrients going into these seas, both the Baltic and
the North Sea . And a Danish study that I was
involved in that shows a decrease in nutrients going
into the area . Again , the result of a European
directive that was passed about 12 years ago now.
It is because of that, that it has this huge residence
time, this very long residence time that is creating

Just very briefly, one of the emerging problems is
the increase of wind farms; this is what some people

problems.

regard as a problem in the North Sea, but less so
And that is the problems: where is the water exchange,

in the Baltic. Or you may even regard this as a
benefit; it depends on what way you look at this.

organic matter going in from one of the catchments,
creating these difficulties ‑ especially the oxygenation
in the low levels.

And this is going to be the developing future of the
North Sea, where we are going to get many thousands
of windmills being put off the coast of those North

What about the other aspects; the hydrological and

Sea countries, trying to combat some of the greenhouse

the hydrographical, rather than the biological? The

gas problems.

influence of sea level rise affecting the North Sea
with its southern parts that are sinking because of

And of course , there are other threats . I do not

isostatic rebound, while in the Baltic the areas are

have a chance to go into things like the oil explora‑

rising. The North Atlantic Oscillation having a great‑

tion in the northern North Sea and the gas explora‑

er effect in the North Sea from the seaward side,

tion in the southern half of North Sea, each of which

from the Atlantic side, whereas in the Baltic, the

have been causing their own problems and challenges

NAO influence is very much because of the catchment

since the 1970s.

and the changed rainfall.

Let's try and look at some of the differences between

The North Sea ‑ the low level of introduced species;

these areas and then, of course, the similarities.
So the differences: in essence, it is because of this

the Baltic ‑ the high level of introduced species, and

overall structure of the two areas . Their overall

for predators in the North Sea being different from

so on. The difference in intertidal areas, and support
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those coasts where we see the problems are.
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We have emerging changes. Like, how do we link

the Baltic.

the marine strategies to the maritime strategies ‑
And finally, as far as differences are concerned, the

the use by man?

governance . The North Sea has been very much

4
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governed by all the European countries, the ones

And finally, how do we translate that vision, those

that have been part of the European Union for a long

goals, and the objectives into things we can go out

time, and therefore subject to all the legislation that

and use operationally? That is, how we can change

the European Union has produced, whereas the Baltic

them into indicators, thresholds, triggers, monitor‑

is very much the new European countries ‑ especially

ing schemes and so on. Make sure that the monitor‑

on its east side . And it's time to deal with the

ing then leads into feedback, into management. A

problems created by the Russian bloc and with those

couple of examples of how science is being used in

consequences.

this. We have decision support systems that are now
being generated for these areas . For part of the
North Sea, things like "WadBos".

There are a lot of similarities. Since the 1970s they
both have had the same management regimes. The
Helsinki Commission and also the Paris Commissions.

Where some of you have a good conceptual basis of

And if you look at those two , they are almost

the area, leading to a numerical model that allows

identical in what they have done. So identical that

you a decision support system, which allows you to

I am sure that they could probably do a final replacem‑

change scenarios and to carry out management ac‑

ent of documents

tions.

and there would probably be no

problem. A lot of things are very similar, and I will
Like all decision support systems, discover a good

talk about the bit at the bottom there in a minute.

set of tiers.
So in a nutshell, these are perhaps the threats that
those two areas are suffering from. We see emerg‑

And similarly for the Baltic. A few years ago, in an

ing threats, different physical characteristics, but to

evaluation analysis system. A decision support system,

some extent so are the management of those.

that is really looking at nutrients in the Baltic and
the management of those. The message, if you have

We have a vision, this one perhaps with the Baltic,

not come across it before, is that it is a superb system

we could do exactly the same one for the North Sea.

for scenario testing for an enclosed sea like this.

We have goals for these areas.

If you look back through management systems over
the years, you'll see that people said, 'What do you

The goals then get translated into objectives. What

need to get successful management?' And in many

do we want for those areas? Try to get concentra‑

original documents, the first three things there were

tions of introduced substances back to natural levels.

all stipulated. In order to have successful environmental
management, you need your actions to be environmentally
sustainable, you have to be able to do them, that
means they have to be technologically feasible, and
you're doing them in the real world so they have to
be economically viable.
A few days ago , I added three more to that . I
added the fact that society has to want（these actions）
or, at least, tolerate them, so they have to be socially
desirable. We need laws to ensure that our manage‑
ment actions can be achieved, so they need to be
permissible. And then finally, I added "Administratively
Achievable"; we need the government bodies and the
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Departments of the Environment, the EPAs and so

bodies. A few years ago, Jean‑Paul and I wrote an

on, in order to achieve environmental management.

article for the Pollution Bulletin, where we talked

And then I also added the last one, political expedi‑
ence. So then it was 7 tenets: that if you can manage

about overlapping jurisdiction, and the way we probably

to carry out environmental management actions, and

North Sea and, indeed, you could say the same thing

fulfill all those seven tenets, then there is a good chance

for the Baltic.

ought to try and simplify the management of the

4

that the actions will be sustained and successful .
And then finally trying to get the political regime to

tenets are, but I will just go through them quickly

follow.

for the two seas.
The first one: Environmentally sustainable ‑ we are
now moving towards systems that society has agreed
to ‑ as in the discussion you heard earlier from the
Minister talking about marine protected areas, trying
to get better controls for introduced species. Manage‑
ment at whole sea areas.
Proper actions that are economically viable. That is,
actions where the money is … money adds up , I
guess, but at least that there is the money to man‑
age the systems.
I moved over those last ones. I think they get touched
Technologically feasible. We have the technologies to

on in the question on in the meeting. That is on

manage these areas, to control the pollutants to find

indicators of how we know we have restored areas

minimized ways from agriculture and so on. We have

and objectives for the whole areas. If you want to

many better fisheries equipment , that if we only

discuss those, we will come back to them later.

put it in place we would minimize the problems.
This is the way Europe has gone. The whole histo‑
Society now decides what it wants from these sea

ry of managing the land first, then fresh waters, then

areas. It is agreeing what we should do with these.

moving out to the estuaries , the coasts, and now

And in terms of politicians come with us then fine.

the open sea. And that gives you an indication of

Things like energy generation. Society is starting to

some of the directives and agreements that have been

say, 'Let's have more and more wind power because

implemented for the North Sea, and now increasing‑

wind power generation at sea is better than greenhouse

ly for the Baltic with the new states.

gases or, indeed, nuclear power stations.'
OK? Just to finish off.
We have the legislation or the agreements, the criti‑

The future challenges. There are very large challenges.

cisms and so on, to put these into place. Again, in

For example, for the Baltic, we have a very large

Europe , we not only have the Water Framework

nutrient polluter, called Poland, which has to change

Directive, but we now have the European Marine

its aquiculture, stop discharge flowing in. We have

Strategy , and the proposed Marine Framework

problems of countries that are outside the European

Directive , and this will be a huge movement for

Union. Countries like Russia, still putting its pollution

Europe, that instead of just managing waters out to

in and not following European legislation. So we have

3 miles or 12 nautical miles, we are taking manage‑

to find ways around this.

ment out to the 200 nautical mile limit.
The historical legacy , the over ‑fishing , off ‑ shore
We have the bodies to carry out those things ‑ not

energy. Even now, we are discussing underground

only HELCOM and OSPAR but many of the other

CO 2 sequestration . These are all North Sea and
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This just gives a bit more about what those seven
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Baltic Sea problems.
But we have the tools to complete this. Implement‑
ing European directives ‑ so bringing the new European
countries into line. And you see there are a lot of
them. The European Marine Strategy will take our

4

management out to 200 nautical miles, which means
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that the whole of the North Sea, the whole of the
Baltic and , indeed , the whole of the northwest
European shelf will be covered . Marine Protected
Areas, No‑take zones will be coming up ‑ but we
will have better models to do this. Employing Marine
Spatial Planning and Zonation schemes. Natalie Frost
later in the week will be talking about Marine Spatial

Trying to implement the ecosystem approach. Not

Planning.

an ecosystem approach, but the ecosystem approach.
Trying to manage the system not just for the natural

We started off with the DPSIR approach ‑ to say so

features but for humans as well.

we have got a set of Drivers and Pressures and we
can bring a Response to that

There are lots of challenges there. These exogenic

We carry out good science. We define our aims and

unmanaged pressures ‑ things like sea‑level rise ,
introduced species; it is almost impossible to stop them,

objectives, and test hypotheses.

but we have to manage the consequences of them.

We use that to define Indicators so that we can go

And finally , thinking about these in the wider

out and measure things and work out when the

framework. What is the ecological and even social

management has achieved something.

carrying capacity of these areas? What is the economic
carrying capacity of these areas? And I hope that

And then , of course , we carry out management

many of the messages that I have shown you for

responses. And I have not had a chance to go through

the North Sea and the Baltic, I think, go for any

all of these but I have talked about the 7 Tenets.

enclosed sea world wide.

So the main messages:

Improvements to our science, our descriptive and

Aiming for the 7 tenets; trying to make sure that

our predictive capabilities, and the integrated economic,

we are not just managing for the environment, but

social and ecological management of these areas.

we are managing for the environment against the
Thank you

background of what society wants and what politicians
can do, what the economics can do and so on. Trying
to get sustainable use, and of course that is what
the whole conference aim.
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4-2 "Managing the Mediterranean Coast:
- The Regional Scale - "
4

Chairman, MEDCOAST, Turkey

I mentioned the "Mediterranean Action Plan". As

Ladies and Gentlemen.

probably you all know this was the first example of
Right, I am going to talk about the Mediterranean,

the regional seas program of UNEP . It started in

and I will focus my talk on the regional efforts for

1975, and the legal document, the Barcelona Conven‑

management of the coastal areas

tion, came the year after that. The title of the docum‑
ent indicates the approach of the program at the

The Mediterranean is definitely very different from

initial stage. This was basically a concerted effort,

other European seas. It is bigger, it is deeper, life

a joint effort of riparian countries, for curbing water

is older . It is oligotrophic , but has a rather high

pollution . However , people soon understood that

biodiversity. It is also very much enclosed, with a

water pollution was not the only problem to deal

very long, 80 to 100‑year residence time. The Sea

with so the scope was enlarged gradually to include

is surrounded by 21 countries, states, and Palestine.

other components.

And the differences among the states are probably
much more pronounced than the similarities, though

Now after 20 years, the Barcelona Convention was

I think the two most important similarities that we

revised , in 1996, with a new phase . And if you

have in the Mediterranean are the long history of liv‑

again look at the title of the convention, the new

ing in the same area and the result of this is thousands

direction is clearly reflected here ‑ it is now the

of signs and relics of past civilizations, and we also

marine environment that is to be protected, it is all

share a similar 'natural capital' and that is reflected

components and also the coastal areas. Sustainable

in our diet, in our way of living etc.

development of the coastal areas is mentioned in the
new phase as the goal to be pursued.

Now, if we go through the efforts for contributing
to coastal management, in the Mediterranean on a
regional scale , now , of course , we have the UN
programs, the UNEP's "Mediterranean Action Plan",
plus UNESCO, FAO, IMO, etc. Then we have the
Assistance and Donor Programs, a lot of inputs from
the European Union, the METAP, which is basically
a program of the World Bank, GEF etc., and also
NGO Initiatives ‑ the Mediterranean is quite wealthy
with numerous non‑governmental organizations work‑
ing in the coastal field, and in fact, we have networks
of these, over the basin as well.
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Now that is the list of protocols under the Barcelona
Convention, with the revisions. Now you can see
that there are 6 existing protocols, of which 5 deal
with certain types of pollution. So the legal system
is still basically built on the problem of water pollution.
However, we have the SPA and Biological Diversity

4

Protocol that was devised in 1982, and that was in
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fact , the turning point for the division of the
Mediterranean Action Plan.
Now at the end of my presentation I will concentrate
on a new protocol. This is an extremely interesting
and important initiative. It is a protocol on integrated
Well, there you see one of the comprehensive reports

coastal management for the Mediterranean.

‑ this regional activity centre very recently produced
'A Sustainable Future for the Mediterranean', in

Now the system is coordinated from Athens.

which the state of the environment of the Mediterranean
And several well‑established activity centres in the

is reviewed and directions are shown for the future.

Mediterranean dealing with different duties, and of
these 7, 3 are closely associated with coastal management.

Now PAP stands for Priority Action Programs Regional

These are the Plan Bleu （Blue Plan） in France ,

Activity Centre. This was the goal when it was set

PAP RAC in Split, and the Specially Protected Areas

up in the mid‑80s. And now, in fact, they deal solely

Regional Activity Centre in Tunis.

with integrated coastal management. And they started
with a number of projects for four countries, in fact,

Of these, SPA RAC in Tunis deals with the implementa‑

in their early phases ‑ they were supposed to be

tion of the SPA and Biological Diversity Protocol,

pilot projects to introduce and to build national capaci‑

and so far they have also produced quite detailed ac‑

ty for these kinds of projects, but soon after these

tion plans for specific endangered species such as

projects were changed to so ‑ called coastal area

the Mediterranean monk seal, marine turtles in the

management projects, and the first phase you see

Mediterranean , the marine vegetation, cetaceans,

was for Syria, Turkey, Croatia and Greece. The

sharks etc. There are 7 action plans already in action.

"Camps" as they call them, have been continued in
groups in different countries as well.

Now, the SPA Regional Activity Centre has been,
in my assessment, one of the success stories, of the

The 2nd ‑ Albania, Egypt, Tunisia; then the 3rd

MAP system and partly because of the well‑defined

cycle ‑ Israel, Malta, Lebanon, Algeria, Morocco,

area in which they work . It is only biodiversity ,

Slovenia, these are the final ones that are already in

species conservation, habitat conservation, as well

progress.

as SPAs.
There was a workshop organized by PAP RAC and
Plan Bleu in France has been dealing with a variety

METAP a few years ago in Malta and the main

of issues on environmental management in the coastal

objective of this workshop was to review the success

areas , an d they are basically in volved in the

of this substantial effort which took a lot of time, a

socioeconomic dimension of environmental manage‑

lot of energy and a lot of money. And the overall

ment, not so much in the technical aspects.

conclusion was that, obviously, there were several
benefits to the countries where the projects were
implemented, but the overall impact was not really
sufficient to introduce the mechanism for integrated
coastal management in any of the countries.
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These are the issues addressed by camps; these are

governmental organizations, and some to governmental

the coastal issues that are important, basically, for

bodies.

the Mediterranean.
Well, this is quite an interesting feature of the govern‑
ance of the Mediterranean Starting from 1996, the

4

Mediterranean has had a Commission for Sustainable
senses . One significance is the structure of this
Commission. The Mediterranean Action Plan, in the
first phase, has been a project of the countries, so
there was almost no involvement of any institutions
that were not governmental, for example NGOs, the
private sector , local communities , etc . This new
entity, for the first time, involved representation of
non‑governmental bodies on an equal footing in the
commission, so that was one interesting and signifi‑

In 1992 ‑ 1996, the Mediterranean Programs were

cant change.

set up, and these were very successful programs,
but unfortunately due to operational reasons, they

Second, obviously sustainable development was far,

were stopped very early. The idea was to support

far wider ‑ including many different fields. Now, if

decentralized collaboration over the Mediterranean

you consider that the Mediterranean Action Plan

basin in a number of priority fields and environment

was a program of UNEP , and from the start , it

was one of them and the MEDCOAST , my own

was handled by environmental people, environmental

organization , which was born in 1993, received

agencies initially and then environmental ministries.

support from these programs, and that was a signifi‑

And when we changed our scope to sustainable

cant chance for us to grow.

development, we included so many issues that are
not handled by environmental ministries , but that

Now, several others.

are handled by other ministries. So this results in

has been in action since 1997. It is significant because

an interesting question. Can sustainable development

SMAP III, well, the call for proposals, projects was

in the Mediterranean be handled by the Mediterranean

last year, the program started implementing projects

Action Plan in its existing format? And if this is the

in 2006, and this program solely deals with coastal

goal, should the Mediterranean Action Plan's structure

zone management actions projects, action programs

be reviewed, be discussed and be changed? Now

in the southern and eastern Mediterranean countries

these are the questions in the minds of people who

and I am going to give you some details on this.

are involved in the Mediterranean and even by people
in the system itself.
Now , one of the final products of the Commission
was a document called Mediterranean Strategy for
Sustainable Development. This document, probably
one of the few existing anywhere in the world, was
written by the countries last year in their Ordinary
Meeting in Slovenia. And these are the issues handled
in this policy document. As you see, coastal manage‑
ment is one of them.
Now, EU Programs. Some of the EU Programs that
are available for the Mediterranean are open to non‑
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Well, the METAP, which is a program of the World
Bank, has been active since the 1990s.
It is one of the international players supporting
integrated coastal management.

4

In the Mediterranean, training on integrated coastal
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management has quite a number of options or
opportunities. Now one of them is the MEDCOAST
Institute, which is a training program that has been
operational since 1994. And then there are 2 Internet‑
based training opportunities. MedOpen is an Internet‑
based training facility, which is operated by PAP
R A C , that is the M A P centre in S plit . A n d

Now, human resources development programs ‑ I

COASTLEARN is another package , which is a

have already mentioned the MEDCOAST Institute.

European project, actually funded by the EC but it

This summer, in Turkey, we are going to have the

has also been developed by Mediterranean partici‑

8th MEDCOAST Institute, which accepts participants

pants therefore it is valuable also for a Mediterranean

from the Black Sea and Mediterranean countries ‑

audience . The MEDCOAST is an NGO network ,

up to 25 of them.

which has been operating since 1993, with the first
conference on the Mediterranean coastal environment

Now, another course that we organize on beaches ‑

organized in Antalya.

so far we have had participants from almost all
Mediterranean and Black Sea countries.

MEDCOAST has been carrying out activities in 3
directions . Scientific meetings , human resources

The SMAP III program, this is going to be operational

development and collaborative research for the

from this year until the end of 2008. Now here you

Mediterranean and the Black Sea.

see the list of projects ‑ 8 projects , with a total
budget of 7.6 million Euros, have been selected from

This is a list of biannual meetings that MEDCOAST

a total of 60‑odd proposals. And these 8 projects

has organized for Mediterranean and the Black Sea.

are in 6 countries. Two of them in Egypt, one in

In addition, there have been several others, but this

Turkey, one in Lebanon, one and a half in Algeria,

has been by far the most important scientific meet‑

one and a half in Morocco, and one in Tunisia.

ing. And, in fact, in 1999 we had the opportunity
to organize a joint‑conference with EMECS in Antalya.

Now , obviously this is a significant effort . It is a

Now, the 7th conference is going to take place in

significant contribution of the European Community

France , actually , along the Mediterranean shores

to the inte grate d coastal m a n ag e m e nt in the

next year in October.

Mediterranean. However, if you go through the list
of projects, only 2 of the 8 projects are managed by

One outcome of the Mediterranean coastal conferences

national institutions. The other 6 have been introduced

are the Proceedings. We have 21 volumes so far,

by international NGOs or by European institutions.

more than 13,000 pages, and that is probably the

So in a sense , they are "brought ‑ in" （imported）

most exhaustive information for coastal and marine

projects.

issues in the Mediterranean and the Black Sea.
We have heard very strongly in previous speeches,
the importance of local involvement in this type of
project. The local management at community level
for this type of project to be successful is a must.
But obviously , if a project is brought in from an
institution outside the country, to involve the right
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people, the right administrative units, the committee,

and the marine areas , sustainable development .

it is not that easy. This is still a problem to be solved

There is significant support from the European

but it reflects the state of the ICM （Integrated

community.

Coastal Management） in the Mediterranean today.
The Mediterranean attracts funds from the European
Community ‑ perhaps more than several other enclosed
seas; METAP/ World Bank, GEF, European states

OK. Well that is another project that was given to
the Mediterranean Action Plan

ment of Mediterranean coastal zones ‑ this is a

we have rather well‑established human resources in
many of the countries around the Mediterranean; and

milestone for coastal management in the Mediterranean.

we have very effective NGO networks in the area.

Now, I mentioned the protocol on integrated manage‑

In the Mediterranean countries, as we heard this
morning, in France, there are a number of demonstra‑
tion or pilot projects on integrated coastal manage‑
ment. There are 15, so 5 of the projects are just
emerging , there are several in other countries as
well. But to my knowledge, there is no legislation
on integrated coastal management in any of the
Mediterranean countries . Despite this fact , the
Mediterranean Action Plan system is targeting a
regional legislation, and this legislation, in fact, is
quite detailed.
There are 32 articles dealing with many different
The areas for improvement.

aspects of integrated coastal management in detail.

As I just mentioned,

monitoring compliance with regional legislation. The
Coastal erosion, economic financial instruments and

level of governmental collaboration, that is environmental

so on.

ministries , is definitely not enough . This level of
collaboration should be increased.

Now this is important. This is the enforcement of
the protocol. Enforcement of the MAP protocol has

Synergy and collaboration among different initiatives ‑

always been a very, very weak point of the whole
system because we do not have systematic monitor‑

there is definitely room here for improvement. And
there is a need for more decentralized networks; for

ing and systematic enforcement mechanisms. And,

example , a network on coastal erosion would be

in fact, for the integrated coastal management protocol,

meaningful in the Mediterranean setting. And there

the only enforcement mechanism, which is this slide

are others that are similar. Problems associated with

in the protocol, is that the parties report the progress

"brought‑in" projects. As I just mentioned, the rele‑

in their country about the implementation of the

vance of the project to the priority of the nation is

protocol, and the contracting parties, that is the body

a question mark. Participation is another, and then

of MAP, comments on this. Obviously, this is a very

ownership and continuity. And finally, the relation‑

weak mechanism.

ship between governance and the scientific community.
This was also mentioned earlier today . This was

Well, these are the strengths that I have seen regard‑

one of the goals of MEDCOAST because MEDCOAST

ing the integrated coastal m anage m ent in the

is basically a scientific network , and we were

Mediterranean. There is a well‑established, regional

established to provide input to the national and regional

legal regime and institutional set‑up, although perhaps

programs , that is the policy , but we have been

there is room for improvement. It brings an effective

successful only within limits so far.

dialogue among all the riparian countries. The vision
is right ‑ it is the management of the coastal areas

Thank you very much.
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are potential donors. And decentralized networks ‑
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4-3 Bordering Seas of the Western Part of
the European Continent
Examples of the Coastal Zone of
the French North Sea English Channel - Atlantic Coast

Prof. Jean‑Claude Dauvin
Station Marine de Wimereux, France

Located at the end of Western Europe, France has

to the tide along a strictly sandy coast.

a maritime coastal zone of more than 3,800 km, largely
open to the North‑eastern Atlantic, which influences

The interface between the continental and oceanic

the North Sea, the English Channel and the near

systems, these bordering seas, has been the subject

Atlantic, on which this presentation focuses. The

of many recent research programmes designed to

Atlantic Ocean displays a succession of rocky and

better apprehend their functioning , production ,

sandy coasts in its northern part , with a large
intertidal zone, two larges estuaries （the Loire and

dynamics and future changes（National Coastal Environ‑
ment Programme）with several sites: Bay of Biscay,

Gironde）and a large continental shelf. The southern

Arcachon Lagoon and the Marennes‑ Oleron zone,

part of the Gironde has a low , sandy , straight

Mont Saint Michel Bay, Bay of Seine, and the southern

coastline（260 km）, and the continental shelf narrows
towards the south at the Cap Breton canyon. There

part of the North Sea/ Eastern part of the English
Channel; the LITEAU Programme , and research

is high hydrodynamism , with homogenous and

programmes on the three mains estuaries: the Gironde

progressive ecological units, from the intertidal zone

Estuary, coordinated by the GIS ECOBAG, the Loire

（tidal range less than 5 m）to the bathyal zone, and

Estuary, coordinated by the GIP Loire, and the Seine

even to the abyssal zone. The English Channel is an

Estuary, coordinated by the GIP Seine Aval. The

epi‑continental shallow sea （50 m deep on average）
with very high tides（> 12 m in the Mount St Michel

continental inputs into the continental shelf result in

Bay） and forms a bio‑ geographical crossroads. It

coastal ecosystems, of which some occur in all the

has a range of ecological conditions greater than that
of other European seas: coarse sand and pebbles are

bordering seas （eutrophication） while others affect

dominant on the sub ‑littoral floors . In the west ,

inputs, harbour and balneal installations）. Due to

rocky shores are dominant, as in the east there is

numerous conflicts in these littoral zones, Integrated

a succession of long sandy beaches and cliffs. There
is a single, major estuary: the Seine River. There is

Coastal Zone Management should be an essential

a high diversity of habitats and a wealth of species

of these bordering seas . This global management

in the west, but an impoverishment of diversity in

approach is essential to integrate natural or chronic

the east. The southern part of the North Sea is

anthropogenic processes such as the filling of estuarine

characterized by a reduction in hydrodynamism due

zones, erosion of cliffs, changes in sea level, rational

many dysfunctions of these estuarine , littoral and

more limited sectors（contamination via the estuarine

approach in the process of sustainable development
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management of marine resources, and new anthropogenic

and is important not only along the Brittany coasts

pressures such as new harbour installations（container

but also in the Bay of Somme. The modelling of the

dikes , marinas）, the need for extracting the sea

tide current during the mean spring tide without

aggregates for human constructions and the develop‑

wind shows the presence of a general circulation from

ment of offshore windfarms.

the Atlantic to the North Sea in the central part of
the Channel and the presence of gyres at the east
of the main caps along the French coasts （Barfleur,
Antifer , Cap Gris Nez） and around the Channel

in order to highlight the main characteristics of these

Islands in the normano‑breton gulf.

ecosystems and to underline the future challenges
for European marine research into the Integrated
Coastal Zone Management of these coastal zones ,
which are of such great interest.
Oceanographic context of the coastal zone
The French side of the English Channel and Atlantic
coasts are located in the temperate north‑ Eastern
Atlantic. This littoral zone is a transition between
the Atlantic oceanic system and the North Sea and
the Baltic Sea continental system in the northern
part of Europe. All of the English Channel is included
in the continental shelf, while there are bathyal and
abyssal zones near the littoral in the southern part

The distribution of superficial sediment and benthic

of the Channel. The temperature shows seasonal
changes between a minimum of 5‑10襄 in winter and

communities are the result of tidal circulation and an
offshore‑inshore hydrodynamic gradient: pebbles and

a maximum of 15‑25襄 at the end of the summer.

sessile benthic communities in the offshore area with

There is a thermocline in the Bay of Biscay, but in

strong tidal current and fine sand and muddy, fine

the English Channel, because of high turbulence due

sand in the bays, as in the Bay of Seine with its

to the tide , the water column is mixed from the

Abra alba fine sand community, which represents a

surface to the bottom , except along the coasts of

large area（400 裄）in this zone. The sediments form

Cornwall, where there is a summer thermocline.

a mosaic, especially along the Brittany coasts, with
rapid changes between the different sediment types.

The French coastline is about 5,500 km in length,

Along the coasts, there is a succession of high sea

comprising 3,800 km along the western coastline

cliffs in Haute Normandie （Etretat） and the Pointe

discussed in this talk（Atlantic Ocean‑English Channel‑

du Raz（a point of transition with the Atlantic）, and

North Sea）, and 1,700 km along the Mediterranean.

sand and dunes with the largest tidal area in the
Mount St Michel Bay （150 裄）.

The English Channel is an epi‑continental shallow
sea （50 m deep on average） with very high tides,

The Atlantic Ocean shows a high hydrodynamic area

forming a bio‑geographical crossroads and showing

with rocky and sandy coasts and a large continental

a range of ecological conditions greater than that of

shelf in the north. In the south of the Gironde, with

the other European seas. There is a single, large

its long , sandy straight coast （260 km ） and the

estuary ‑ the Seine estuary. The tide is the main

highest dune （the Dune of Pilat, near the Arcachon

force in the Channel, with strong current offshore

lagoon , > 50 m ）, the continental shelf narrows

and a reduction in the current in the bays and the

towards the Cap Breton canyon. There are two main

estuaries along the coasts. Due to Coriolis force, the

estuaries ‑ the Loire and Gironde. There is a large,

tidal range and currents are higher along the French

superficial, sub ‑ tidal mudflat （Grande Vasiere）,

than the English coasts. The tidal range reaches its

especially between 100 and 200 m in the northern

maximum （> 12 m） in the Mount St Michel Bay,

part of the Bay of Biscay, from the Point of Brittany
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I will give as complete an overview as possible of
recent and current research on these bordering seas
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to the Loire estuary. Similar subtidal mud can also
be found off the Gironde estuary. The sediment is
more homogeneous in the Atlantic than in the English
Channel because of the sub‑tidal communities.

4
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There are 3 million inhabitants, a relatively small
harbour and a low level of man‑made modifications
in the Gironde estuary , where the ZMT is very
important: 5 million tonnes.
There are two specific zones in the Bay of Biscay:
a cooling zone（upwelling）above the continental slope

During the winter, there is an increase in turbidity

off the Brittany coast due to the progression of internal

at the mouth of the estuaries and along the coasts

waves from the Atlantic to the Channel, and the

near these large estuaries, but also an increase in

Ushant Front with warm water offshore and cool

the concentration of nutrients（nitrogen, phosphorus,

water along the coasts （hydrodynamism and turbu‑

silica）, which induces high primary production in

lence due to the tide）. These zones are characterized

these ROFI（Region of Freshwater Influence）zones.

by high primary production due to the upwelling of

However, these estuarine zones （mouths）show high
sedimentation, as in the Seine estuary where there

nutrients.

is a mean annual sedimentation rate > 5 million 裙;
Natural constraints

a reduction in water volume and a reduction in

The three mains estuaries ‑ the Seine, Loire and

.
intertidal zones（from 150 裄 in 1850 to 27 裄 nowadays）

Gironde ‑ provoke large interactions between the
continental and coastal ecosystem.
Global changes of temperature, which affect the entire
There are 16 million inhabitants and two main ports

ocean, are evident along the coasts, as shown by

along the Seine estuary , which is a very high

the mean annual sea surface temperature in the

anthropogenic system and the zone of maximum

western English Channel, which increased by 1襄 over

turbidity （ZMT）is limited （200 to 400,000 tonnes）.

. This has provoked
a period of one century（1905‑2003）
an acceleration in the erosion of the dunes and cliffs.

There are 5 million inhabitants, one major port, and
only a few modifications in the Loire estuary, where

Anthropogenic constraints

the ZMT reaches 800,000 tonnes.

There is very heavy maritime traffic in the English
Channel; more than 700 vessels pass through the
Dover Straits each day; not only a large number of
ferries transporting people between the UK and France,
but also a significant number of vessels such as tank‑
ers carrying dangerous merchandise. Hydrocarbons
represent about 75% of such dangerous merchandise.
Two main areas have been affected by oil spill: Brittany,
with six major pollution accidents since 1976; Galicia,
with three main pollution accidents ‑ the last being
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the Prestige, which polluted not only the Spanish

in significant levels have been reported in estuarine

but also all of the French coast along the Bay of

waters. Comparison of PCB contamination in mussels

Biscay. Some evidence of oil from the Prestige was

（Mytilus edulis） and flounders （Platichthys flesus）

even detected in the Channel（along the main circula‑

along the European coasts shows that the Seine is

tion road along the coast from Cap Finisterre to the

among the most contaminated of all the estuaries.

entrance of the Channel）.

4
additional 3.4 million inhabitants will live in this littoral
zone by 2030. By that date , littoral Departments
could receive 58% of the population increase, in only
15% of the communes. Tourism is the primary indus‑
try of the littoral with 7 million hotel beds in the
littoral communes . However , traditional activities
persevere: agriculture remains an important role in
the structure of the landscape, and fishing, in spite
of a decrease in activity , continues to play a
fundamental role in the management of the marine

The coastal zone is very important for shellfish produc‑

environment.

tion in France, in several production basins from the
Normandy to the Arcachon Basin（annual production:

The use of nutrients for intensive agriculture has an

more than 150,000 t of oysters and more than 60,
000 t of mussels）. Fisheries activities are varied:

effect on the increase in nitrogen, especially nitrates
in rivers, estuaries and the coastal sea: there is evi‑

Benthic trawls; pelagic trawls, long lines and pots ‑

dence of a high input of nitrogen in the three main

the coastal zone is a very highly exploited area .

estuaries, the Seine, Loire and Gironde. Therefore,

Stock management of exploited species such as scallops

phytoplankton blooms have occurred each spring in

Pecten maximus in the Bay of Seine is necessary to

the ROFI （Region Of Freshwater Influence） such as

preserve resources （IFREMER campaigns）. Annual

Phaeocystis , and sometimes later in autumn with

campaigns in October by the IFREMER team in the

toxic phytoplankton such as Dinophysis, and in 2004

Eastern part of the English Channel have produced

Pseudonitzschia, a diatom in the Bay of Seine. These

a long ‑ term dataset , which has been used in a

phenomena have economic consequences with the

European INTERREG program （CHARM） to model

closure of the scallop fisheries in the Bay of Seine,

optimal habitats of commercial species such as the

or the prohibition of commercialisation of oysters or

red gurnet. This species occurs mainly on the gravel

mussels in the Marennes Oleron Basin near the

and coarse sand in the central part of the area.

Gironde estuary . In Brittany , as in the Arcachon
Basin , the eutrophication of the coastal zone is
characterized by a proliferation of green algae （Ulva
spp.） which has economic consequences due to the
need to clear up the algae along the beach because
of the tourists.
The estuaries are also highly contaminated by metals
such as Cd , Hg and Ag in the Seine , Cd in the
Gironde, and by HAP and PCBs in the Seine. This
latter estuary is among the most polluted estuaries
in the world, but contamination has decreased with
time especially over the past two decades. However,
new contaminants such as antibiotics and oestrogen
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But it is the littoral zone that remains an area of
high demographic pressure : we estimate that an
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Due to the rarefaction of terrestrial gravels for construc‑
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tion（fluvial and terrestrial extraction is now impossible

tions along the coasts （association with the CNRS）.
The marine stations are part of a framework: RNSM,

or limited in France）, there are now marine gravel

´
Reseau
National des Stations Marines. The IFREMER

extractions along the littoral . The main resource

with 3 centres and 10 stations are also in charge of

（large banks） is found in the Bay of Seine and the

operational actions （in connection with the Research,

Eastern part of the Channel , but extraction is a

Transport, Technology and Environment ministries）.

source of conflict with the fisherman who must share

Other institutions such as the CEMAGREF, MNHN,

the sea with numerous other activities.

EPHE etc. also have operations in estuarine or coastal
environments. However, at the national level, there

Due to the need to use large quantities of cold water,

is an organization for research in national programs

France has chosen to build nuclear power stations

such as the PNEC（Programme National d'Environnement

along the littoral （5 sites including one site in the

＾ ）. This National Programme of Coastal Environ‑
Cotier

Gironde estuary）. About 80% of the French electricity

ment, coordinated mainly by the CNRS and IFREMER,

is nuclear in origin. The problem with the input of

carries out research at some demonstration sites into

warm water into the seawater has become critical in

environment problems such as the Opale coast effect
of the Phaeocystis bloom on the coastal ecosystem;

summer, especially during very warm summers such
was reached.

the Bay of Seine ‑ the effect on high eutrophication
and contamination on the ecosystem; the Normano‑

One of the ecological problems along the coastal zone

Breton Gulf ‑ the charge capacity of the milieu to
produce food for three kinds of suspensivorous species:

as 2003 when a lethal temperature for littoral species

water , which provoked the introduction of alien

wild species, alien species（Crepidula）and cultivated
oysters and mussels; the Bay of Biscay ‑ interactions

species along the littoral more than anything else.

between the fisheries and the environment, mainly

This phenomenon has been very important for the

benthos, and Arcachon/Marennes‑Oleron ‑ interac‑

past three decades, and the extension of the gastropod

tions between littoral and coastal zones. The LITEAU

Crepidula fornicata represents a pest for several bays

Programme under the Environment Ministry is a

in the western part of the Channel and the Atlantic

programme of application of fundamental research on

coasts. The species shows a very high extension in

coastal environment with topics such as ICZM ,

the 1980s in the normano‑breton gulf, especially in

implementation of the Water Framework Directive

is in relation to maritime transport and its ballast

the Bay of Saint Brieuc （1 million t）.

（WFD）, sensitive littoral areas, eutrophication…

In spite of there being several ports along the littoral,

Thus, there is a local, national and European addi‑

new dykes （for containers ） have been recently

tion in terms of competence and financial support as

constructed in the Seine estuary Port 2000 at The
Havre in a very man ‑ made modified estuary: the

in the Channel with European support （by MAST）

Seine. However, the construction of Port 2000 was

support by the Seine Aval Program financed by

also an occasion to promote environmental action

several organisations of the Haute‑Normandie Region.

（compensatory action） to preserve the intertidal
mudflat in the north channel of the Seine estuary

There are also two main programmes from the source
to the mouth of the Seine on the scale of the watershed:

and to construct an artificial bird island in the south

PIREN‑Seine for the upper part and Seine‑Aval for

channel of the estuary.

the lower part.

Another big restoration project is the return of marine

The European level is important for research; three

conditions around the Mount Saint Michel.

French sites were chosen among the 35 sites of the
ICZM European Programme of Demonstration: Cote

national support by LITEAU , PNEC … and local

Organization of the research

d'Opale , Rade de Brest and the Arcachon basin .

There are a high number of institutions, organisations,
universities that work on the sea: about 15 universities

The Eastern Channel Habitat Atlas for marine resource

have laboratories and teams, including 10 marine sta‑

p r o g r a m （ E u r o p e a n c o o p e r atio n of r e gio n s ）

management was coordinated under an INTERREG
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. The OSPAR conven‑
（http://charm.canterbury.ac.uk）

（project of the Havre 2020）… There are not only

tion acts also on the preservation of marine sensitive

projects which have physical and geomorphologic

habitats and on the mapping of the distribution of

impacts , but those that increase the dangers of

habitats and species on the initial list of threatened

microbiological and chemical risks to the human health ‑

and/or declining species and habitats on the scale of

resistant bacteria and viruses , toxic algae , new

the Northeastern Atlantic, not only for the coastal

chemical molecules such as antibiotics and oestrogen.

environment but also for bathyal milieu.

It is necessary to increase the level of our knowledge
anthropogenic and natural constraints（global change）.
The need is to reinforce the monitoring and observa‑
tion of the coastal zone （implantation of automatic
buoys such as the MAREL system, which is able to
measure several parameters: temperature, salinity,
oxygen, pH, and turbidity, Chl‑a, Nitrates over time.）

The WFD offers the opportunity to promote a benthos
network and to use the Macrobenthos as an indicator
of ecological status. The national program（2005‑2006）
takes into account the local experience of ICZM （12
sites along the Channel and Atlantic coast）, the aim
of this program is not only to compare the various
The coastal zone is an environment under the eye

situations but also to provide a national strategy of

of numerous networks of observations such as the
three main IFREMER networks: RNO, the National

ICZM designed to integrate the EU process of ICZM.

Network of Observation, REPHY, the Phytoplankton

which acquire and manage terrestrial territories ,

and Phycotoxins Monitoring Network, and REMI ‑

must be reinforced in the future to preserve areas

the Microbiological Monitoring Network, with several

with high pressure for habitation.

The Conservatory of Coastal Areas and Lakeshores,

hundred observation sites along the littoral . The
CNRS has also promoted an Observation Network

The management and conservation strategies for

with the RNSM, fours stations at Wimereux, Roscoff,

marine areas in France were published in 2005 as a

Brest and Arcachon participate in this operation.

strategy plan from the Environment Ministry. In fact,
there are very few Marine Protected Areas, to day:

Future developments

one National Marine Park and three marine reserves,

To day, there is an increase in anthropogenic pressures

all along the Mediterranean coastline. A project for

along the French Atlantic coasts , with a lot of
impacts due to the implantation of offshore wind ‑

a marine national park in the Iroise Sea started 20
years ago; it keeps being stopped. The emergence

mills , gravel extraction , new port construction

of an integrated approach via Integrated Coastal Zone
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of how the coastal ecosystem functions in relation to
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Management: new legislation for the Marine National
Park. Some excellent candidates for the creation of
´
the Marine National Park: Chausey Islands, Glenan
Islands, Morbihan Gulf and Arcachon Basin. Some
remarkable habitats : Zostera marina meadows ,
Sabellaria reefs , Laminaria kelp and Maerl bed ,

4

which could be protected.

Plenary Session "European Coastal Seas"

There is a need for knowledge of the marine natural
heritage : Inventory of Marine Natural Areas of
Ecological, Faunistic and Floristic Interest（ZNIEFF‑
Mer）, and to prioritise the approach of ecosystem
protection.

It is also crucial to integrate the European environ‑
ment policy initiatives and legislative issues （Birds
Directive, Habitats Directives, Natura 2000 network,
Water Framework Directive, Marine Strategy Directive...）
on the scale of a marine Economical Exclusive Zone.
Thanks to all my colleagues for the figures and ta‑
bles which have been used in this presentation, and
thank you for your attention.
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5-1 Recent Advances
in Coastal Marine Sciences
Several aspects were addressed. First, the need for

tools. Second, the role of enclosed sea areas in the

understanding the relationship between biodiversity,

circulation and fluxes of materials was presented .

habitats and environmental conditions was put into

Anthropogenic input and restoration processes were

5

the spotlight . Food web analysis is essential in

emphasized to rely on analytical tools based on sta‑

understanding the variability of ecosystems, whereas

ble isotope techniques , numerical models , remote

remediation methods are to be elaborated in combina‑

sensing, etc. Environmental monitoring and simula‑

tion with ecological and engineering technologies. In

tion models are complementary. Stakeholder participa‑

order to contribute wisely to the understanding of

tion was put forward as a token to a "Better Life

the variability of ecosystems and to the restoration

through Wise and Sustainable Use of the Coastal

of damaged habitats, numerical models are recommended

Environment".

Technical Sessions

but should be used in considering the limits of such

１．Distribution of the surface sediment of tidal flat and offshore in the inner part of the Ariake
sea, Japan
Koichi Yamamoto
２．Bioremediation of organically enriched sediment deposited below a fish farm with artificially
mass‑cultured colonies of a deposit‑feeding polychaete, Capitella sp. I.
Kyoko Kinoshita
３．The evaluation of purification in a tidal flat using tidal flat simulator
Yoichi Nakano
４．Characteristics of heavy metal concentrations of surface and core sediments in the Osaka
bay, the eastern Seto inland sea, Japan
Yukio Komai
５．Stable isotope composition of sedimentary matter: the result of several environmental processes
Matheus Carvalho de Carvalho
６．Variation in heavy metal concentrations in the brown alga undaria pinnatifida in Osaka bay,
Japan
Mika Yamada
７．Development of Three‑Dimensional Hydrodynamic and Ecosystem Numerical Model for Ago
Bay
Satoshi Chiba
８．Numerical Model on the Material Circulation for Coastal Sediment in Ago Bay, Japan
Kasih Anggara
９．Seasonal variation of coastal debris in Awaji Island, Japan
Takanori Shimizu
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10．Coupling a population dynamics model of the banded carpet shell （Paphia rhomboides） to
a 3D hydrodynamical model of the English Channel.
Philippe Cugier
11．Flushing process behaviour in Barcelona harbour
Manel Grifoll
12．Is there any seasonal variation of marine nematodes within the sediment in the intertidal

5

zone ?

Technical Sessions

Supaporn Yodnarasri
13 ． Methodology of seasonal morphological modelisation for nourishment strategies on a
Mediterranean beach
´
Philippe Larroude
14．Habitat environment of aquatic organisms in the coastal sea of Tokyo, Japan
Haruo Ando
15．Succession of macro‑benthic fauna and nitrogen budget at two artificial tidal flats of Osaka
bay, Japan
Susumu Yamochi
16．Evidence of small‑scale variability in food source partitioning between cultivated Pacific oys‑
ter （Crassostrea gigas） and its potential competitors
Stanislas Dubois
17． Relationship between biodiversity of macro benthos and physical habitat characters on a
tidal flat in eastern Seto inland sea, Japan
Sosuke Otani
18．Trophic relationships among different fishes in the Santa Giusta lagoon （Western Sardinia,
Italy）as traced by d13C and d15N analysis
Paolo Magni
19．Anomalous Algal Blooming in Near‑Coastal and Pelagic Regions Assessed by Optical Remote
Sensing of the Mediterranean Sea
V. Barale
20．The role of Zostera marina on nutrient cycle in a shallow water ecosystem
Teruwo Morita
21．Faecal‑indicator bacteria and sedimentary processes in estuarine mudflats
Thierry Berthe
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5-2 Ecological Quality:
Concepts and Case Studies
The selection of pertinent indicators for further survey

then require to be cross‑tested with intercalibration

and improvement of monitoring system was recognised

necessity. The spatial （ecoregion, site, station） and

as essential by participants. The choice should rely
upon various criteria such as: the characteristics of

temporal variability （season, long term） is part of

5

the equation. In view of integrating the variability

indicators, and definition, associated to the use of

of natural systems, sharing experiences is indispensable

Technical Sessions

diversity indices （benthos, morphology, chemistry）.

and relies on agreements on typologies of data

The importance of the classification systems chosen

（categorical, numerical, binary）. Managing large

was thought to be sometimes undertested, and anyway,
scientists should address their use in terms of independ‑

data bank （relational system）is another difficulty as
well as the application of directives: to transfer index

ence and sensibility . A chronic lack of numerical

to policy and to translate policy measure on the field.

data was mentioned . This lack of data makes the

Amongst tools to design management measures, GISs

setting of indices difficult. However, when simple

are developing fast. Participation of local communities

cases are considered , indicators maybe of help to

is vital , i. e . citizens involvement through public

clarify concepts used in a systemic approach. Indices

inquiry, questionnaires.

１. Consideration of Freshwater ecosystems in locating marine reserves: emphasis on enclosed
and semi‑enclosed seas
M. Khanmohammadi
２．Water Quality Control in the Seto Inland Sea
Takenobu Koyama
３．Has area‑wide total pollutant load control in Osaka Bay succeeded in recovery of water
qualities?
Keiji Nakatsuji
４．Denitrification, oxygen uptake and methanogenesis in natural and artificial tidal flats from
Ago Bay, Japan: Rate measurements and regulating factors
B. Arun Patel
５．Evaluation of the impact of wet/dry deposition of nitrogen oxides and ammonia on eutrophica‑
tion in Mikawa bay, Japan
Toshihiro Kitada
６． Monitoring and evaluating trophic status and eutrophication in coastal waters through a
combination of in situ sampling, numerical models and satellite imagery.
Franck Bruchon
７．Seine‑Aval Operational modules : Research application tools
Nicolas Bacq
８．Report card and indicators of quality in the Seine Estuary
Jean‑Claude Dauvin
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９．Evaluating ecological quality in the north‑eastern Black Sea coastal zone.
Jim Wilson
10．Biosedimentary evolution of one of the more important area for birds in the Natural Reserve
of the Bay of Somme.
Antoine Meirland
11．Mediterranean sea protection : recent results for an ecological evaluation of the Mediterranean

5

coastal waters within the EU.

Technical Sessions

Gianna Casazza
12．A fish‑based assessment tool for the ecological quality of the brackish Schelde estuary in
Flanders （Belgium）
Jan Breine
13．A study of environmental change in Hiroshima bay using rocky shore organisms as bioindicators,
1995‑2005
Kentaro Imamura
14．Isolation of Acanthamoeba from North Sea Coastal Environments
D. A. Munson
15．Application of benthic microalgae for remediation of eutrophic sediments in a semi‑enclosed
bay
Tamiji Yamamoto
16．Posidonia oceanica: a quality element for environmental risk assessment
Cristin Maria Buia
17．Effects of ulvoid（Ulva spp.）accumulation on the structure and function of eelgrass（Zostera
marina L.）bed
Kenji Sugimoto
18．Numerical ecosystem model including two types of red tide species
Mitsuru Hayashi
19 ． Health Examination of Enclosed Coastal Seas: The Results of

Preliminary Examination

Conducted in 88 Areas in Japan
Osamu Matsuda
20．The spreading of tailing waste from a gold mining and its impact to the seawater in Buyat
Bay, North Sulawesi, Indonesia
Kus Prisetiahadi
21．Natural & anthropogenic parameters

influencing sea level rise （SLR）
A. Melloul & M. Collin

22．Impact of two semi‑enclosed seas on neighboring sea
Mohammad Syed Yahya
23 ． Fish utilisation of UK managed realignments and adjacent established saltmarsh, as an
indicator of habitat restoration success.
Fonseca Leila
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24．Estimation of residence times of an estuarine bay（Baie des Veys, Normandy, France）us‑
ing a hydrodynamic model. Consequences on the ecosystem.
Karine Grangere
25．Distribution of submerged and stranded debris on the beaches of northwest Pacific region,
1996‑2004.
Takashi Kusui
26．Behaviors of nutrients and organic carbon discharged from large scale sewage treatment
Hideaki Maki
27．Estuarine bio‑indicators: The Seine as a case study
Jean‑Claude Dauvin
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5-3 New Concepts and Innovative Experiences
in Coastal Management
Several examples of new approaches on how to handle

new high‑tech instrument, a more comprehensive

a variety of coastal management issues were introduced,

model）

5

varying from monitoring marine pollution through

・Others could be at the basics of our approach to

Technical Sessions

unconventional techniques and upgrading severely

coastal and marine resources management （a new

damaged habitats, to the comprehensive renovation

societal vision , a revised division of tasks and
responsibilities）

of large coastal systems. Symbiosis among human
communities and coastal/marine areas became very

Progress in ICZM and the future wealth of our coasts

strong as a more rational vision of co‑existence （the

and seas depend upon coordinated efforts and success

SATOUMI concept）. Innovation and progress in
coastal management could be highly variable:

at all levels（international, regional, national, local）.

・ Some could be at the limit of our technological

ent levels.

Powerful linkages need to be built among the differ‑

capabilities （a recent technological innovation, a

１．LOICZ （Land Ocean Interaction in the coastal Zone） international programme
Hartwig Kremer
２．Spatio‑temporal scales in estuarine conservation and restoration
J‑P Ducrotoy
３．Outline of the Ago Bay Environmental Restoration Project
Tadaya Kato
４．Environmental Monitoring System of Ago Bay
Satoshi Chiba
５． Towards management of coastal ecosystems: reference conditions, quality classes and
modelling marine vegetation.
Bo Riemann
６．The effects of benthic organisms on sediment erodability in intertidal systems: What effects
are relevant for what objectives?
Francis Orvain
７． Conservatoire du Littoral involvement in the BRANCH European project to integrate the
climate change impacts in the management of the biodiversity
Isabelle Rauss
８．A Strategic Approach to Comprehensive, Spatially‑Explicit and Ecosystem Process‑Based
Restoration of Nearshore Puget Sound （USA）
A. Simenstad Charles
９．Proposal for the Restoration of the Seto Inland Sea, Japan based on a new concept of
"Sato Umi" with special emphasis on biological diversity and productivity
Osamu Matsuda
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10．New technology for developing biologically productive tidal flat with use of muddy dredged
sediment in Ago Bay, Mie prefecture, Japan
Hideki Kokubu
11．Evaluation of the metallic contamination along the Corsican coastline using Posidonia oceanica
meadow （Mediterranean）
´
Celine
Lafabrie
12．Mega‑Scale Marsh Restoration In Chesapeake Bay Using Dredged Materials.
13．Development of an underwater video system for the observation of coastal benthic vegeta‑
tions
Ken‑Ichi Hayashizaki
14 ． Estimation of Posidonia oceanica litter deposits on beaches : Example of the Calvi bay
（Mediterranean Sea, Corsica）
Vanina Leoni
15．Assessment of the Bioresource Sustainability in Marine Coastal Waters: An Attempt Based
on Retrospective Studies
Naoki Fujii
16．Modelling travel and residence times in the eastern Irish Sea
Thomas Dabrowski
17． "Sato‑Umi" : New concept for the coastal sea management
Tetsuo Yanagi
18．SAV Resurgence after Dredging: A Case Study of Five Waterways in Baltimore County,
Maryland
L. Croswell Candace
19．Les nouveaux outils de gestion de l'interface littorale : La mission Inter‑services de la Mer
et du Littoral （MIMEL）
Cyrille Schott
20．New measures for the area‑wide total pollutant control system in Japan
Yasuo Takahashi
21．Ecohydrology as a new tool for sustainable management of estuaries and coastal waters
Eric Wolanski
22 ． Dredged sediment applications for making micro ‑habitat pellets and bases for seagrass
germination in Ago Bay, Japan
Dabwan Ahmed
23．Multifunctional Use of

Innovative Flood Risk

Management Treatments
Steve Colclough

24．Extreme storm surge distributions and practical applications at Marseille （France）
Pierre Gaufres
25．The restoration of gauging embankments IN THE Seine Estuary （France）
Jean‑Bernard Kovarik
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26．The assessment of marine pollution risks and monitoring of the Gulf of Riga
Merle Looring
27．Satellite monitoring of oil pollution in the European Coastal Seas
G. Kostianoy Andrey
28．Marine spatial planning pilot project
Natalie Frost

5

29．Application of the Adaptive Management Approach to a tidal flat constructed in the Amagasaki

Technical Sessions

Harbor
Yoshiyuki Nakamura
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5-4 Co-management and
Community Involvement:
Sustainability and Awareness
to Environmental Issues
5
ble. Interactions between local, regional and national

need for an integrated approach was recognised .

actions and stakeholders rely on a horizontal and

Such a systemic approach should rely upon the

vertical integration, while support with manage‑

development of local tools such as models and deci‑

ment and educational tools has to be provided to

sion making tools. Governance and local initiatives

local stakeholders.

are inseparable and require local project managers,

The cultural context should never been forgotten

and the greater public involvement. Key conditions
for success include: activities need to be enjoyable,

and includes a study of history and the social and
economical context.

projects to be rewarding and the results to be percepti‑

１．New Tide on Tourism in the Seto Inland Sea, Japan
Akira Sumino
２．Development of a new method for recovering Zostera bed in cooperation with fishermen
Miyuki Maegawa
３．Developpement durable de la peche en algerie: la necessite d'une approche participative et
pluridisciplinaire
Chaouki Said Chakour
４．From coral reefs conservation to sustainable human development
Fabien Monteils
５．Eutrophication at the Sopot beach （Baltic sea） a common task of scientists and local
authorities
Grazyna Kowalewska
６．Interacting sciences for a concerted management of the Mont Saint‑Michel Bay : the Gecobaie
experience
Guy Fontenelle
７．Creating a bog protection program in the Chesapeake bay watershed in Anne Arundel coun‑
ty, Maryland, USA
Elinor Gawel
８．Improving the effectiveness of local coastal partnerships in delivering CZM in Scotland through
enhancing vertical integration between local and national level
Duck Robert
９．Presentation of CPIE （France）, associations involved in the sustainable development of
estuaries
¨ Rihouet
Joel
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Because of the complexity of coastal systems, the
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10．Catalyzing Chesapeake Bay Restoration Goals:

A Private Foundation's Contribution
David O'Neill

11．Birds, biodiversity, and the working landscape: a new approach to environmental education
on coastal seas watersheds
George Radcliffe
12．Increasing Public Awareness of the Environment Through Research On The Reality of Seabed

5

Litter

Technical Sessions

Toshifumi Shiwaku
13. Non governmental Education Activities in the Seto Inland Sea Area
Mami Nishimura
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5-5 Networking and 21st Century Education:
The Communication Challenge
Right from the beginning, the importance of hands‑

ing experience for students and others to balance

on environmental education was recommended. "Learn‑

competing views.

ing by doing" is an effective educational tool in increas‑

The importance of involvement of the community also

5

ing environmental awareness. It empowers students

came very high on the agenda. Finding environmental

to actively monitor or protect the environment. It

solutions requires building consensus through community

should include practical applications/actions of science.

involvement. It emphasizes the importance of shared

Multi‑disciplinarity is the key. Environmental management

responsibility for coastal management. It teaches students

and education is most effective using a multi‑disciplinary

that getting involved and being active can make a

approach. It allows for sharing of information and

difference.

Technical Sessions

solutions from multi‑disciplines. It provides a learn‑

１．Grassroots Solution To Urban Tension
David Carroll
２．The study of coastal zone management at school
Pascal Thiberge
３． The "citizenship Day" as a means of empowering young people to contribute to coastal
management processes
Stewart M. Evans
４．AESN and Education
Estelle Gavard
５．Destruction of habitats by land reclamation: Taking into account the shared responsibility
through publishing the quality status online. The Mediterranean French coast as a case
study
Alexandre Meinesz
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6-1 Asia-Pacific Coasts Session
‑ Quality Status of the Asia‑Pacific Coasts ‑

the need for interdisciplinary approaches. Prof. JMSJ

The Asia‑Pacific Network for Global Change Research

Bandara, Sri Lanka, presented on the Policy of Future

（APN ） and International EMECS Center jointly

Warning Systems and the need for adequate disaster

convened the Asia‑Pacific Coasts Session at the 7th

response mechanisms. In Sri Lanka , the Govern‑

International Conference on the Environmental

ment established the Ministry of Disaster Manage‑

Management of Enclosed Coastal Seas, on 10 May in

ment in Nov. 2005, which includes disaster warning,

Caen, France. The theme of the special session was

disaster management, and disaster risk management.

tsunami and coastal vulnerability. Mr. Ido, Governor

Prof. Poh Poh Wong, Singapore, presented on Post‑

of Hyogo Prefecture, Japan gave a welcome address,

Tsunami Directions for ICM and how the Off‑Sumatra

reporting on the need for environmental protection

tsunami changed the paradigm of ICM and pointed

of enclosed waters and coastal zones. The Governor

out that various adaptation measures are needed. He

also touched on recent tragedies and the need for

reported that tsunami has an indirect relationship to

Integrated Coastal Zone Management（ICM）for crisis

global change. There is a need to adapt to global

management and emergency preparedness . Mr .
Hashizume, Director of the APN Secretariat, gave

change over the next 100 years, but the impact from
just one tsunami can be great; this provides lessons

the opening remarks and introduced the programme

about vulnerability and the capacity to adapt. Prof.

for the session.

Wong described the need to look at both biophysical
and socio‑economic responses; one way is to adopt

Prof. Nick Harvey and Prof. Tetsuo Yanagi introduced

the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment's Mosaic

the APN and EMECS books, giving highlights from

Scenario.

various chapters. Several presenters then gave talks
on the physical and socio‑economic aspects of tsunami

Prof. Piamsak Menasveta, Thailand, gave a talk on

and storm surges.

Recovery Practices and Lessons Learnt. He suggested
that education is essential; the lack of knowledge

Prof. Kojima, Japan, reported on Coastal Vulnerabili‑

contributed largely to the damage from the tsunami.

ty and Risk Management in the Asia‑Pacific, with

The need for timely and appropriate warning systems

a focus on storm surges . He suggested that soft

was also highlighted.

defense counter ‑ measures such as hazard maps ,
evacuation and warning systems, and education are

Prof . Nick Harvey served as coordinator for the

just as important as hard defense measures, such as

panel discussion that followed. During the panel discus‑

seawalls, levees, etc. for storm surge vulnerability.

sion, panelists were asked to elaborate on some points

Dr. Punya Charusiri, Thailand , presented on the

of their presentations . The following points were
raised during discussions:

Morphology of Andaman Coastal Region, Southern
Peninsula Thailand: Before and after 26 December

・Prof. Piamsak Menasveta, of Thailand, reported

2004 Tsunami and reported that changes of coastal

The necessity of education for disaster defense ,

morphology after tsunami are due to natural phenomena,

particularly in the school environment , is very

as well as human activity. He suggested the need

important.

that education is essential to disaster preparedness.

for regular monitoring to see how quickly coastal
equilibrium is re ‑ established . Dr . Darusman Bin

・Prof. Darusman Bin Muhamad Rusin, of Indonesia,

Muhamad Rusin, Indonesia, gave a talk on Life after
the Tsunami for the People of Aceh: Social Aspect

reported that people only struggled to protect their

highlighting recovery programmes mechanisms and

baby‑boom phenomena occurs in Ach at the moment.

family soon after the tsunami knocked over but
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Summary of the Asia‑Pacific Coasts Session

・Dr. Punya Charusiri, of Thailand, emphasized that
education is very important regarding Coastal

The discussion was focused on natural hazards on

Management. Few fishermen were killed since they

the coast, particularly tsunamis. It was recognized

had known about the threat of tsunami by word

that 'soft' defense counter‑measures, such as hazard

of mouth.

maps, evacuation and warning systems, and educa‑
tion are just as important as 'hard' defense measures
such as seawalls , levees , etc . for storm surge

・Prof. JMSJ Bandara, of Sri Lanka, mentioned that

vulnerability.

early warning systems are needed since local people
did not have knowledge on tsunami as well as

6

European tourists.

Changes of coastal morphology after tsunami are due
to natural phenomena and human activity. So, there

Special Sessions

・Prof. Haruyuki Kojima, Japan, reported that counter

is a need for regular monitoring to see how quickly

measures against typhoons will provide good

coastal equilibrium can be re‑established. Therefore,

opportunities to cope with tsunami as well since

recovery programs require interdisciplinary approaches.

waves caused by typhoons happen more frequently

For instance , following the tsunami , there is a

than those of tsunami.

dependency on external aid and social impacts due
to the mechanism of support and the timing and
delivery of aid should be taken into account.

・Prof. Poh Poh Wong, of Singapore, described that
sea‑level rise is a current concern, however it is
not as great a threat, in the next 100 years, as

On the coast of Sri Lanka , the disaster response

tsunamis, caused by earthquake. We must learn

mechanism was inadequate and the impact around

how to develop our capacity, particularly in dense‑

the Sri Lankan coast variable . The government

ly populated areas.

established the Ministry of Disaster Management in
Nov. 2005, which includes disaster warnings, disaster

Prof. Nick Harvey , of Australia , concluded that

management and disaster risk management . Off‑

coastal zone vulnerability came from population

Sumatra, the tsunami changed the paradigm of ICZM

concentration. We must not forget about this tsunami

and many kinds of adaptation measures have become

and would have to pay attention to the areas not

important. Globally, there is a need to adapt to global

densely populated like Kiribati as well.

change over the next 100 years, but the impact from
just one tsunami can be great; this provides lessons
to adopt about vulnerability and capacity. Also, one
must look at both biophysical and socio‑ economic
response . One way is to adopt the MEA Mosaic
Scenario．'Hard' defense counter measures are important,
e.g. the deployment of deep sea tsunami gages for
the early‑warning system. But 'soft' defense counter
measures are more important for integrated coastal
zone management including natural disasters such as
storm surge and tsunami.
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Programme
9：00− 9：05

Welcome Address
Mr. Toshizo Ido, Governor of Hyogo Prefecture
Chair, Board of Directors, International EMECS Center, Japan

9：05− 9：10

Opening Remarks
Mr. Hiroki Hashizume, Director, APN Secretariat, Japan

6
Introduction of APN Book:
Focus on the Future Direction of Coastal Research and Management
Prof. Nick Harvey, University of Adelaide, Australia
9：35−10：00

Introduction of EMECS Book:
Focus on the State of the Environment and Social Conditions of the Asia‑Pacific Region
Prof. Tetsuo Yanagi, Kyushu University, Japan

10：00−10：15

Report: "Coastal Vulnerability and Risk Management in the Asia‑Pacific Region"
Prof. Haruyuki Kojima, Kyushu Kyoritsu University, Japan

10：15−10：30

Break

10：30−11：30

Reports of the Off‑Sumatra Tsunami
"Morphology of Andaman Coastal Region, Southern Peninsular Thailand:
Before and After 26 Dec 2004 Tsunami"
Dr. Punya Charusiri （Chulalongkorn University, Thailand）
"Life after the Tsunami for the People of Aceh: Social Aspect"
Dr. Darusman Bin Muhamad Rusin （Syiah Kuala University, Indonesia）
"Policy of Future Warning Systems"
Prof. JMSJ Bandara （University of Moratuwa, Sri Lanka）
"Post‑Tsunami Directions for ICM"
Prof. Poh Poh Wong （National University of Singapore, Singapore）

11：30−11：45

Report: "Recovery Practices and Lessons Learnt"
Prof. Piamsak Menasveta （Chulalongkorn University, Thailand）

11：45−12：30

Panel Discussion
Chair: Prof. Nick Harvey
Rapportuer: Prof. Tetsuo Yanagi
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6-2 Students and Schools Partnerships Session
Chair: Dr. Wayne Bell, Senior Associate and Former
Director, the Center for the Environment and Society at Washington College, U.S.A.
Vice‑Chair: Prof. Hiroshi Kawai
Director, Kobe University Research Center for Inland Seas, Japan

6
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In the Students and Schools Partnerships session ,

explaining the session goals and presenting a brief

young people from around the world, who will be

overview of the programme. This was followed by

the leaders of the next generation, gathered to report

a brief self‑introduction from each of the student

on environmental preservation efforts that are related

delegates. Following a scheduled break, four stud‑

to coastal seas and coastal watersheds in their

ents from the United States, Thailand, Japan and

countries, to learn about the environment by visiting

France gave presentations on the unique efforts in

local sites, and to interchange with other student

their own countries. Each presentation was followed

delegates. Through such hands‑on experiences, the

by a lively question‑and‑answer session participated

objective of the session was to enable young people

in by student delegates, faculty members and members

to share information and knowledge relating to the

of the public. These discussions revealed the great

environment, as well as to instill in them a sense of

interest in environmental issues on the part of the

their own responsibility with regard to environmental

participants. With regard to questions on the preserva‑

issues and foster both the determination and will to

tion and use of tameike ponds, Mr. Ido, Chair of

work to resolve various environmental problems, now

Board of Directors of the International EMECS Center

and in the future.

and Governor of Hyogo Prefecture, who attended
the session, spoke on the importance of maintaining

The session was held over two days . The rich

not only their original water supply purpose but also

programme included a wide range of presentations,

preserving them as part of the cultural and historical
heritage of local coastal communitiess.

discussion, field trips, and interchange with local
students . The session was attended by some 60
participants: in addition to the student delegates from

After a break for lunch, the chair submitted several

four countries （France, Japan, Thailand, and U.S.

keywords and the participants discussed the elements

A） who gave presentations and their teachers and
advisors, the audience included and student observ‑

needed to conduct sustainable environmental manage‑
ment. The participants brought up many problems:

ers from abroad, local students, and the members

the difficulty of conducting sustainable efforts, the

of the public.

small number of people participating in efforts, the
small amount of time allocated to environmental issues

The Students and Schools Partnerships session was

in school education, the decreased opportunities for

first held at the previous EMECS conference（EMECS

contact with nature due to the urbanization or rural

2003）, and the content of that session was retained

areas, the increasing number of children who do not

and expanded. For this first time, a Students and

play outdoors, and the increase in the number of

Schools Partnerships Declaration was prepared and

adults who do not have an understanding of the

presented , an indication of how the session had

natural environment. These problems underscored

matured. This year as well, the session was highly

the importance of mechanisms based in daily life and

praised, and suggestions for future continuation and

environmental education experiences that emphasize

further development were received.

local watersheds where actions can make a difference
before introducing young people to global problems

Day 1: May 10, 2006 （9:00 A.M. ‑ 4:00 P.M.）

over which they have far less responsibility and

The chair , Wayne H . Bell, began the session by

control.
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Day 2: May 11, 2006 （8:00 A.M. ‑ 3:30 P.M.）
On the second day, the venue changed to the estuary
of the Orne River, where a field trip was conducted.
The participants joined first year students at the
Middle School of Blainville and participated in the
activity performed by these students, that of collect‑
ing the various objects that had washed up on the
shore inside the harbor and sorting them into four
categories by source （plant, mineral, animal and
man ‑ made）. A seemingly insignificant creature

6

provided a "sand flea moment" that exploited the
learning about the ecology of the sandy beach and
the organisms that live there. Using a display board
and photographs, the students of the Middle School
of Blainville also gave a presentation about the
usefulness or non‑usefulness of the washed‑up articles

Summary of the Session

and the ecosystem in the harbor. The participants

At the closing session on the last day of the confer‑

listened to this presentation with great interest. This

ence , a summary of each session was presented .

field trip enabled the participants to learn through

Ms. Alana Wase summarized the achievements of

direct experience about the status of the local environ‑

the two‑day Students and Schools Partnerships ses‑

ment and local environmental efforts . They also

sion and the proposals from the students. Mr. Yuki

learned that the environmental activities of Middle

Arita presented the Students and Schools Partner‑

School of Blainville are used as a topic when students

ships Declaration as the achievement of the session.

learn how to write scholastic papers, so an awareness

The Declaration stressed the importance of providing

and understanding of the environment is incorporated

opportunities of the most appropriate environmental

into the educational system.

education and information in order to im prove
environmental management of coastal zones , and

After that, the participants visited Dumont d'Urville

emphasized that efforts must be made as a shared

High School and were given a tour of the campus,

responsibility . The Declaration was adopted to

followed by lunch in the school cafeteria . In the

tremendous applause.

afternoon, students of Dumont d'Urville High School
served as guides as they strolled around the city.

Other Activities

This provided an opportunity for the students to talk

At the EMECS Conference, 17 students at the Ecole

about the cultural differences between their own

Regionale des Beaux Arts de Caen la Mer （Caen

country and other countries. This was a valuable

Arts High School）, under the direction of faculty

opportunity for the participating students to forge

and staff, created works of art on the theme of the

deeper ties with one another, and they exchanged

environment. By showing the artists' perspective of

email addresses and the like to enable them to continue

the environment to scientists, these works served as

to keep in touch with one another.

an invaluable opportunity for interchange between
scientists and artists. Moreover, by participating in

After strolling around the city, the participants once

this activity, the students learned about environmental

again returned to the Congress Center and continued

issues affecting enclosed coastal seas around the

working on the text of the student declaration.

world and deepened their awareness and recognition
of these issues. Although they did not participate
directly in this session, for these students this activity
served as environmental education in a different form.
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Student Participants and Presentations
‑ Oral Presentation ‑
（1）Japan
Azuna Sakonoue （Hyogo Prefectural Agricultural High School）
"Preserve Our Ancestor's Heritage! 〜A Vision of World Heritage: Tameike Collection〜"
This presentation dealt with the activities of a high school Water Conservation Survey Team that
for the past four years has been studying unique freshwater ecosystems called "tameike." These

6

human‑engineered impoundments, some of which date back to 500 BC, were originally created to
assure a reliable, permanent water supply for use by local communities and farmers. In recognition

Special Sessions

of their cultural as well as ecological significance, it is proposed that a tameike in the Inamino area
be nominated as a World Heritage site. "We should honor the god of water through a living tradition
and an example of excellent land use."
Yuki Arita （Hiroshima Gakuin High School）
"Research on the Removal of Substances in Water Which Cause Eutrophication"
This presentation focused on methods for eliminating the nutrient salts that are a cause of the red
tides that frequently become a problem in the Seto Inland Sea, as well as the fuel oil from tankers
that have run aground and the like. Two methods were covered: one using a photocatalyst（titanium）,
and another using weathered granite sand that can easily and cheaply be obtained in the coastal
areas of the Seto Inland Sea.

"We must address our environmental problems through our wisdom

and technology."
（2）U. S. A.
George M. Radcliffe <Science Teacher>, Christina Brinster, Jessica White, Amanda Spears <Stu‑
dents> （Centreville Middle School, Centreville, Maryland）
"Authentic Bird Population Research, Changing Local Land Use, and GIS Technology: New Elements
of an Estuarine‑based Ecology Curriculum"
This presentation focused on a three‑year study of breeding bird populations in a local forest, cover‑
ing such matters as the habitat quality and the relationship between forest area and number of
species present.

"By working on the land, we are learning to understand for the first time the

relationship between land use and water quality.

And by getting us involved, this project has

reached our families as well."
1

2

2

3

1

Wayne Bell , Kimberly Kraeer , Sarah Brown , George M. Radcliffe （ Center for the Environment
2

and Society and Environmental Studies Program, Washington College, Chestertown, Maryland /
3

Centreville Middle School）

"Birds, Biodiversity, and the Working Landscape: a New Approach to Environmental Education on
Coastal Seas' Watersheds"
This presentation expanded on a study conducted by the Centreville Middle School and focused on
several typical American bird species, using geographic positioning system （GPS） and geographic
information system （GIS）technologies to study the environmental factors that affect their population
size and distribution on the watershed of Chesapeake Bay.

"Collecting data is not like collecting

samples ‑ it leads to discovery and a deeper understanding as we attempt to interpret what we have
found."
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（3）France
Two junior high school students and two teachers
This presentation used photographs to depict the rich natural environment of the Somme Estuary.
"The estuary is the interface between human life and nature.

It crosses all disciplines, and it

crosses all lives."
（4）Thailand
Thanchanok Udomsup （Faculty of Science, Chulalongkorn University）
"Science Tsunami Camp"
This presentation depicted the current status of the destruction of the natural environment and liv‑
ing environment as a result of 2004's devastating tsunami. The presentation focused on four areas:

care for disaster victims.

"Our goal is to create life with hope again.

If all of us work together,

we can do it."

‑ Poster Presentation ‑
Christina Brinster, Amanda Spears, Jessica White （Centreville Middle School, Centreville, U.S.A.）
"The Effects of Forest Fragmentation on Forest Interior Bird Species Diversity on a Coastal Watershed
Landscape"

‑ Observers ‑
Nine students, Dumont d'Urville High School in Caen （Lycee Polyvalent Regional Dumont d'Urville）, France
Toshizo Ido （Chair, Board of Directors, International EMECS Center, Japan）
Alana Wase （Environmental Studies Program, Washington College, U.S.A.）
Charlotte Staver （Centreville Middle School, U.S.A.）
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the rebuilding of facilities by volunteer college students as part of a "Science Tsunami Camp;" efforts
by housewives to rebuild the local community; education of children who survived the disaster; and
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6-3 Union des Oceanographes
´
de France
(UOF): Young Scientists Forum
‑ 22nd European Forum of Young Oceanographers ‑

Date: 9‑10 May 2006
Venue: University of Caen ‑ Basse‑Normandie
Theme: "Sustainable Co‑Development of Enclosed Coastal Seas: Our Shared Responsibility"

6
Special Sessions

Every year, the "Forum des jeunes oceanographes"
´
organised by Union des oceanographes
de France is
´
intended to students in their 2nd year of master,
post‑graduate students and doctors having supported
their thesis less than 6 months ago. Communications
and posters were presented to a jury including
European academics and research scientists. The
language of presentation was French or English .
The best communication and the best poster were
awarded a prize.

and universities. But all communications and posters
exhibited were of the highest quality.
After the forum, posters and abstracts of communica‑
tions were exhibited at the poster session of the
EMECS‑ECSA conference in the center of congress
of Caen.
The handing ‑ over of prizes was carried out by
Michele
｀ Romeo
´ , treasurer of UOF, during the clos‑
ing session in presence of the organizers of the
EMECS/ECSA conference.

In 2006, the forum was organized in partnership with
the international conference EMECS 7‑ECSA 40 and
with the support of the European Federation of
Marine Science and Technology Societies and was
devoted to all sciences relating to coastal environments
（social sciences , geography , chemistry , physics ,
biology etc）. It was held at the University of Caen ‑
Basse‑Normandie.

The best communication was attributed to Aurelie
´
Foveau（Station marine de Wimereux ‑ Sessile epifauna
as an indicator of long‑term changes in the gravel
community of the Dover's Strait）and the best post‑
er to Sabine Stachowski（LUMAQ, IUT de Quimper ‑
In situ microcosms, a tool to assess pesticides impacts
on natural marine phytoplankton communities）.

The Forum was presented at the opening session of
the EMECS/ECSA conference by Christelle Caplat,
representative of UOF on behalf of EFMS.

−Best Communication Award （UOF Award）−
Ms. Aurelie Foveau
（Station Marine de Wimereux, France）
"Long‑term Changes of Sessile Epifauna from the
Dover Strait's Pebbles Community"
−Best Poster Award−
Ms. Sabine Stachowski
（LUMAQ, IUT de Quimper, France）
"In situ microcosms , a tool to assess pesticides
impacts on natural marine phytoplankton communities"

The jury was constituted of: Christelle Caplat （UFR
Sciences, Cherbourg‑Octeville）, Marianne Font
＾ ｀ , universite
´
（Morphodynamique continentale et cotiere
de Caen）
, Marie‑Laure Mahaut（Intechmer, Cherbourg）
,
Paul Nival（Observatoire oceanologique
de Villefranche‑
´
sur‑Mer）.
Two invited conferences were given by Marianne
Font and Bernard Sylvand .
Unfortunately, only
eight French stu ‑

Thanks to EMECS 7 / ECSA 40 organizers, a stand
was attributed to EFMS‑UOF Institut oceanographique
´
to expose their activities, in the center of congress.

dents participated
to t his fo r u m ,
despite thorough
advertise m ent in
several European
marine institutions

In conclusion, it was a very good experience for the
team of the UOF and we wish to express all our
thanks to the EMECS 7 / ECSA 40 organizers!
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【Programme】
Tuesday 9 May 2006

PAUSE
4:20‑ 5:00 P.M.

Laurence CHALLIER, Laboratoire de Biologie et Biotechnologie Marines, Universite
´ de
Caen
Ecosystem influences on squid recruitment variability investigated by multivariate time‑
series methods
:
:
‑
5 00 5 40 P.M. Aurelie FOVEAU, Station marine de Wimereux, Wimereux
´
´
´
｀
L'epifaune
sessile, temoin
de l'evolution
a long terme du peuplement des cailloutis ｀´
a
´
epifaune sessile dans le detroit
du Pas‑de‑Calais
5:40‑ 6:20 P.M. Guillaume BERTHO, GEMEL, Le Hourdel
´
Elaboration du Tableau de bord du littoral picard
Wednesday 10 May 2006
9:30‑10:30 A.M. Invited conference
Marianne FONT, Morphodynamique Continentale et Cotiere
＾｀ , CNRS UMR 6143, Universite
´
de Caen
: apport de la
´
´
Processus de degradation
des littoraux en contexte climatique periglaciaire
´
´
modelisation
experimentale
＾ ｀ , CNRS UMR 6143, Universite
´
10:30‑11:10 A.M. Nicolas ROBIN, Morphodynamique Continentale et Cotiere
de Caen, Station marine de l'universite
´ de Caen ‑ Basse‑Normandie, Luc‑sur‑mer
:
｀
´
｀
´
Formation d'une fleche
sedimentaire
a crochons multiples en environnement megatidal
Exemple de la Pointe d'Agon （Normandie, France）
PAUSE
（POSTER Presentation）
´
national d'histoire naturelle, Biologie des organismes marins et
11:20‑11:35 A.M. Jihane TRIGUI, Museum
´
｀
, UMR 5178, Paris
ecosystemes
Spatial distribution of bivalves on the tidal flat of the Mont Saint Michel bay: relative
effects of environmental and anthropogenic factors
11:35‑11:50 A.M. Juliette ROYER, Laboratoire de Biologie et Biotechnologie Marines, UMR IFREMER
´ de Caen
100, Universite
Oyster farming and summer mortality events in the Bay of Veys （Normandy, France）
Sabine STACHOWSKI, LUMAQ, IUT de Quimper
11:50 A.M.‑
12:05 P.M. In situ microcosms, a tool to assess pesticides impacts on natural marine phytoplankton
communities
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（Oral Presentation）
2:30‑ 3:30 P.M. Invited conference
Bernard SYLVAND, CREC, Station marine de l'universite de Caen, GEMEL, Luc‑sur‑
Mer
Exemple de lien direct entre recherche littorale fondamentale et applications : dynamique
´
´ ｀
bio‑sedimentaire
associee
a la conchyliculture dans la baie des Veys.
´ de la mer, Plouzane
´
3:30‑ 4:10 P.M. Julien CARADEC, Chimie marine, Institut universitaire europeen
´
Influence de l'hydrodynamisme sur le developpement
phytoplanctonique : cas de la Manche
occidentale
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7-1 List of Poster Presentations
Session 1: Recent Advances in Coastal Marine Sciences
１．The influence of a large diatom （Coscinodiscus wailesii） variability and the nutrient cycle in coastal
water, the Seto Inland sea, Japan
Akira Ono, K. Tada and K. Ichimi
２．DO‑increasing effects of a Microscopic Bubble Generating System in a fish farm
Akira Endo, S. Srithongouthai, H. Nashiki, I. Teshiba, T. Iwasaki, D. Hama and H. Tsutsumi
３．Relationship between seasonal variations of primary productivity and the physico‑chemical environment

Emi Terasaki, S. Montani, K. Maekawa
４．Habitat environment of aquatic organisms in the coastal sea of Tokyo, Japan
Haruo Ando
５．A simple method for fitting a new sampling grid over pre‑existing transects and other sampling systems
Antoine Meirland and S. Langin
６． GENETIC DIVERSITY IN THE GREEN TIDE ALGA ULVA PERTUSA DEDUCED FROM RDNA
AND CHLOROPLAST GENES: EVIDENCE IF MULTIPLE TRANS‑OCEAN INTRODUCTION EVENTS
Takeaki Hanyuda, S. Shimada and H. Kawai
７．Benthic photosynthesis of the euphotic sea floor in Ago Bay, Japan
Koichi Haraguchi, Y. Shimizu, G.A. Aggara Kasih, Y. Yamagata, S. Chiba and T. Yamamoto
８．Macrobenthic assemblages associated with Lanice conchilega populations under oyster farming influences:
trophic approach using natural stable isotopes.
Stanislas Dubois, S. Fuchs, M. Ropert, J.C. Marin‑Leal and S. Lefebvre
９．FOOD SOURCES OF CULTIVATED OYSTERS IN TWO CONTRASTED ECOSYSTEM OF NORMANDY
（FRANCE）AS ALALYZED BY STABLE ISOTOPE NATURAL COMPOSITIONS （δ13C, δ15N）
J.C. Marin‑Leal, S. Dubois, Orvain F., Ourry A., Bataille M.P., Galois R., Blin J.L., Ropert M.
and S. Lefebvre.
10．DGGE Analysis of Batch Culture of Nitrification and Denitrification Microbial Community Composition
in Marine Sediment of Ago Bay
Miyo Nakano, Y. Shimizu, H. Okumura, T. Kimura, I. Sugahara and H. Maeda
11．Occurrences of Hypoxic Water in the Interior Parts of the Ariake Sea and its Preventive Measures
Masahiro Seguchi, M. Koriyama, O. Kato and T. Haraguchi
12．Isotope trophic‑step fractionation in marine suspension‑feeding species
Stanislas Dubois, J‑L. Blin, B. Bouchaud and S. Lefebvre
13．Removal of Hydrogen sulfide by photosynthetic bacteria isolated from the sediment of Ago Bay
Hyo‑Jin Seo, M. Sakka, T. Kimura and K. Sakka
14． ON THE CAUSE OF VARIATION IN SEDIMENT PROPERTIES IN SANBANZE SHALLOWS OF
TOKYO BAY
Jun Sasaki, K. Akaeda and H. Achiari
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in highly cultivated coastal lagoon （Lake Saroma）
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Session 2: Ecological Quality: Concepts and Case Studies
15．Bioremediation and micro‑bubble techniques for environmental management of the fish farm and the
enclosed coastal bay
Hiroaki Tsutsumi, K. Kinoshita, A. Inoue, A. Sato, T. Kunihiro, K. Ohwada, M. Wada, K. Kogure,
A. Endo, H. Nashiki, S. Srithongouthai and D. Hama
16． PURIFICATION OF SEAWATER CONTAMINATED WITH UNDEGRADABLE AROMATIC RING
COMPOUNDS USING OZONOLYSIS FOLLOWED BY TITANIUM DIOXIDE TREATMENT
Yoshitoshi Nakamura, F. Kobayashi and M. Daidai
17．INDICES OF THE STATE OF ENVIRONMENT ON EXAMPLE OF THE GULF OF GDANSK
A. Filipkowska, M. Szymczak‑Zyla, L. Lubecki, G. Kowalewska

7

18．The Effects of Forest Fragmentation on Forest Interior Bird Species Diversity on a Coastal Watershed

Poster Session & Best Poster Awards

Landscape
Christina Brinster, Amanda Spears, Jessica White
19 ． Behaviors of nutrients and organic carbon discharged from large scale sewage treatment plants in
Tokyo Metropolitan channels network
Hideaki Maki
20．A study on the water environment of enclosed coastal sea, Ariake Sea, Japan
T. Hiruma and T. Ito
21．Evaluation of the environmental quality of bottom sediments using organic matter content in estuaries
Ken‑Ichi Hayashizaki and Y. Hayakawa

Session 3: New Concepts and Innovative Experiences in Coastal Management
22．Co‑inoculation of Capitella sp. I with its synergistic bacteria enhances degradation of organic matter in
the organically enriched sediment below the fish farm
D. Zhang, M. Wada, H.K.Do, M. Nishimura, K. Kogure and H. Tsutsumi
23．The changes of microbial community structure by the bioremediation of the organically enriched sediment
in the fish farm with artificially mass‑cultured colonies of a polychaete, Capitella sp. I
Tadao Kunihiro, T. Miyazaki, Y. Uramoto, K. Kinoshita, A. Inoue, A. Satou, S. Nagata, D. Hama,
K. Ohwada and H. Tsutsumi
24．Technology development for dewatering dredged sediments and its application for building artificial
tidal flat in Ago Bay, Japan
Daizo Imai, A.H.A. Dabwan and T. Kato
25．Cockle stock （Cerastoderma edule） assessment in the Baie de Somme （Channel, France）.
Antoine Meirland

Session 4: Co‑management and Community Involvement: Sustainability and
Awareness to Environmental Issues
26．OUR ACTIVITIES FOR THE PROMOTION OF ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION
Kai Nishimura, E. Murachi, T. Hashimoto, W. Kobayashi, M. Nishimura and H. Kaya
27．Increasing Public Awareness of the Environment Through Research On The Reality of Seabed Litter
Toshifumi Shiwaku
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Session 5: Networking and 21st Century Education: the Communication Challenge
28． Getting Greener Schools Baltimore County, MD
Site‑based integrated environmental enducation in the classroom,in the schoolyard,in the community
William Lee

7
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7-2 Best Poster Awards & Special Award
Best Poster Awards
"Occurrences of Hypoxic Water in the Interior Parts of the
Ariake Sea and its Preventive Measures"
Masahiro Seguchi, M. Koriyama, O. Kato and T. Haraguchi
Environment Science on Shallow Sea and Tidal Flat ,

7

Department of Environmental Sciences, Faculty of Agriculture,

Poster Session & Best Poster Awards

Saga University, Japan
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Best Poster Awards
"Macrobenthic assemblages associated with Lanice
conchilega populations under oyster farming influences:
trophic approach using natural stable isotopes"
Stanislas Dubois, Sandra Fuchs, Michel Ropert, Julio C.
Marin‑Leal and Sebastien Lefebvre
Laboratoire de Biologie et Biotechnologies Marines IBFA
Universite de Caen, France

7
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Special Award
"Getting Greener Schools Baltimore County, MD Site‑
based integrated environmental education in the classroom,
in the schoolyard, in the community"
William Lee
Western School of Technology and Environmental Science
in Catonsville, Maryland, USA

7
Poster Session & Best Poster Awards
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7-3 Selection of Best Poster Awards

Dr. Osamu Matsuda
Chair, EMECS 7
Best Poster Award Selection Committee

7
The other best poster is "Macrobenthic assemblages

It is a great pleasure to inform you of the results of

associated with Lanice conchilega population under
oyster farming influences: trophic approach using

the selection of the best posters. As chair of the

natural stable isotope" presented by Mr . Dubois

Poster Award Selection Committee, EMECS 7/ ECSA

Stanislas, Caen University. Congratulations!

40, I would first like to outline the process for select‑
ing these outstanding posters.

And the additional special poster selected from the
area of social activities is the poster entitled, "Getting

Four evaluators , namely , Dr. David Carroll from

greener schools, Baltimore County, MD Site‑based

the U.S., Prof. Jean‑Claude Dauvin from France,

integrated environmental education in the classroom,

Prof. Hiroshi Kawai from Japan, and myself, Osamu

in the schoolyard, in the community" presented by

Matsuda, also from Japan, selected two best posters

Mr. William Lee.

from the field of science and technology and, additionally,

information, this activity is an excellent example of

one special poster from the area of social activities.

site‑based, integrated environmental education held

Congratulations!

Just for your

in the classroom , in the schoolyard , and in the
community.

Actually, it was not an easy job to select only two
bests and one special poster, because so many excel‑
lent posters were submitted.

However, finally, we

This award is given in the names of the Chair of

managed to select two best posters mainly from the

the Executive Committee, Dr. Jean‑Paul Ducrotoy,

point of view of quality of the message, the level of

and the C hair of the Poster A w ard Selection

scientific excellence of the content , and also the

Committee, Osamu Matsuda.

appropriateness of the poster to the conference and
session theme. We also took into consideration the

And the winners will also be awarded a financial

visual impact of the poster or, in other words, its

prize, so I very much hope that this stimulates your

graphic appearance.

activities further! And there are also , some local
products from Caen for the winners.

And now , I would like to announce the two best
posters:

Thank you very much.

The first is the poster entitled , "Occurrence of
hypoxic water in the interior parts of the Ariake
Sea and its preventive measures" presented by Prof.
Masahiro Seguchi from Saga University , Japan .
Congratulations!
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8-1 Speeches by Local Representatives

Mr. Cyrille Schott
Governor, Basse Normandie Region, France

here in Lower Normandy, to tell you this.
I am delighted to be able to participate in this clos‑
ing ceremony after having spoken to you in the assembly

France has 5,500 km of coastline in France itself,

yesterday. This conference is a very important event

and many more around the other French territories

for Caen, the capital of the region of Lower Normandy.

around the world . It has the second longest total

I would like to extend particular thanks to Mr .

coastline of any country on the planet.

Nakajima, the executive director, and Dr. Kumamoto,
the chair , the Scientific and Policy committee of

France is engaged in public policy meetings on the

EMECS. I would also like to extend particular thanks

coast. Our approach, which is still under develop‑

to GEMEL, who have been the French organizers

ment, demonstrates that we are interested in integrated

of this conference, most particularly to Prof. Sylvand

management of coastal zones. France's approach has

and Prof. Ducotroy, who were responsible. I would

developed within the context of the European Directive,

like to thank most particularly Dr. Kaya, who is

dated 30th May, 2002. It demonstrates that France

the president of EMECS. Prof. Evans from Great

is willing and desires to pursue a policy of integrated

Britain, who works on communication between the

management . The different factors and different

scientific and civilian communities. Prof. Elliot of the

problems facing us have driven us to develop policy

ECSA who presented his work on the Baltic and
North seas. Prof. ¨
Ozhan, of MEDCOAST, for his

on a national and European level . The need to

work on the Mediterranean. Prof. Dauvin, from France,

approach is obvious.

develop new approaches, and to develop a strategic

for his work on the Atlantic seaboard.
The inter‑service mission, which I spoke of yesterday
This conference has brought together over three

when I addressed the conference, is an illustration

hundred delegates from 25 countries , working on

of this involvement of the state . The integrated

ways to develop the coastal and enclosed sea areas

approach which we are developing is also a response

around the world. This conference has also benefited

to the need to involve all the local territorial

from the participation of 50 young people between

communities in the development of our policies.

the ages of 11 and 20 years old from different
countries. They have come here to show their deep
interest in the questions that have been talked about

There are many experiments are underway currently
in France. Two of them are taking place in Normandy;

and to share that interest with the young people of

one in the bay of the Mont St. Michel and the other

Caen . They are the representatives of the future

on the coast where there are ports along the Cotentin

and coming generations who will inherit the environ‑

peninsula seaboard. The government is monitoring

ment that we will leave to them.

these experiments very closely, which are important

France is honored to have your conference here,

for our policy on the future bearing on sustainable
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and I am delighted, as the state's representative,

Ladies and Gentlemen,
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development.
This afternoon you are going to hear details of the
different workshops which have been held during
the conference . I would like to let you know the
two main themes which I have retained. The first
is to remind you that these areas are our collective
responsibility ‑ those

who are politicians, those

who are active in the economic sphere, and in civil
society as well. Links between scientists, politicians,
those active in education and the public at large
must be strengthened . Science only plays its role
fully when it is received and accepted; and that is

8

one of the functions of this conference.

Closing Ceremony

The other idea is the importance of the link between
the exact sciences, those who gather the data that
are precise ‑ the work of the biologists ‑ with those
who are active in the social science group. This link
particularly illustrates the complexity of our world.
Awareness of this, encourages us to broadcast our
perceptions and the way we live. The involvement
of young people in this work demonstrates the import‑
ance of the work for us all.
Thank you very much. I hope that the end of this
conference is very successful and happy.
Thank you.
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Mr. Luc Duncombe
President, Caen la mer, France

In case you did not know, Caen has been develop‑

representatives of EMECS for having chosen Caen

ing an environmental policy since 1971. Caen was

for its 7th international conference. Thank you very

the first local authority to make clear the need for

much as well to GEMEL, who have done such fine

environmental policy. It was also within this context,

spade‑work to ensure the success of this conference,

that I became part of the political life here in Caen.

particularly in partnership with the local territorial
Since 1971, many of the obligations facing us in the

authorities.

conservation of our environment became policy within
The community of communes, which include some

the context of international action and the national

30 different towns and villages around Caen , is

action, but we must be extremely vigilant because

interested in the subjects that you have been develop‑

we have not yet won the fight, because too often,

ing at this conference. The fundamental problem is

even now, ecological and environmental conservation

reconciling the needs for social and economic develop‑

is considered to be a parallel to anti‑economic initiatives.

ment with the needs of coastal environmental conserva‑

Even worse, the word 'environment' can be used to

tion . O ne third of our budget is dedicated to

cover just about anything . So , vigilance by the

environmental conservation. So it is natural that the

scientific community is primordial. If we have integrated

establishments on our territory participate in the

the environmental question into policy today ‑ that

work of this conference, notably the Fine Arts school

was the case 35 years ago in Caen ‑ will our children

and the European classes for school children.

consider, 35 years from now, that we worked fast
enough or not? I have my doubts. Nevertheless, I

The issue facing us , beyond the purely scientific

think the message that we must broadcast has to be

domain, is encouraging all players to act responsibly.

positive. The term 'environment' must suggest wealth,

These domains include the political domain , the

it must suggest enhancement, and promotion is vital,

economic domain, and also the media. All the people

and new technologies can help us. Thank you all

active in these different domains have an obligation

for being here , and for your contribution . Every

to continue motivating the young people of our country

contribution contributes to the construction of the

and those around the world to maintain their involve‑

edifice of wisdom.

ment. In view of that, it is important to be able to
translate the results of your research into terms
which are accessible to the wider population.
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First of all , than k you very m uch to all the
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8-2 Summary Report
Summaries of the five technical sessions and the three special sessions were presented by following rapporteurs:

Session 1: Dr. Takashi Kusui Professor, Toyama Prefectural University, Japan
Session 2: Dr. Bengt‑Owe Jansson, Professor Emeritus, Stockholm University, Sweden
Session 3: Dr. Erdal Ozhan, Chairman, MEDCOAST, Turkey
Session 4: Dr. Isabelle Rauss, Seacoast and Lakeshores Conservation Agency, France

8

Session 5: Dr. Donald Munson, Professor, Washington College, USA

Closing Ceremony

Asia‑Pacific Coasts Session: Dr. Tetsuo Yanagi, Professor, Kyushu University, Japan
Students and Schools Parnerships: Ms. Alana Wase, Student, Washington College, USA
´ Romeo
｀ , Treasurer of Union des Oceanographes
´
UOF Young Scientists Forum: Dr. Michele
de France（UOF）

Role of EMECS
In the various sessions, the role of EMECS was discussed. Its essential function was universally accepted as
promoting communication between scientists from different disciplines and to offer a forum to managers and
the larger public to discuss global environmental issues. EMECS has adopted an ecologically sound approach
for restoring deteriorated enclosed and coastal sea areas. It is efficient in its action because it has developed:
・A well‑defined and understood identity
・A role more comprehensive than that of a broker
From this perspective , it has become a steward for innovations in ICZM on the global scene . It was
recommended that the organisation should encourage and support even better young researchers in marine
and coastal sciences.
The role of EMECS in promoting environmental education seemed essential to all participants. It was suggested
that the EMECS Students and Schools Partnerships programme should be supported and expanded. It was
recommended that we explore new educational initiatives such as the Citizenship Day Program in the U.K.
or the Sustainable Development Program in France. EMECS should encourage and promote international
exchanges on environmental education and community involvement.
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8-3 Adoption of Declarations

Dr. Wayne H. Bell
Chair, EMECS 7 Declaration Drafting Committee

moment ‑ that "sand flea moment" ‑ was something

EMECS podium for another conference declaration,

we could not orchestrate ‑ and I think it goes to

but this is especially important to me because I also

the heart of the fact that when young people have

get to introduce the declaration from the Students

an opportunity to enjoy the outside they are so

and Schools Partnerships.

creative, and it catalyzed, if you will, discussion,
and before long , as Ms . Wase said , they were

I want to start by saying something that I think will

exchanging names and email addresses and network‑

set the stage for these two declarations. As Ms.

ing in ways that we could not put in a programme.

Wase pointed out, one of the highlights of our Students
and Schools Partnerships happened yesterday when

I ask ‑ as we consider incorporating the Students

we had a delightful excursion to the coast at the

and Schools Partnerships session and its presentations

mouth of the Orne estuary ‑ it was a nice foggy

into EMECS as a formal session ‑ something which

morning , with some very dedicated students and

I also applaud ‑ that you also give us a chance for

teachers doing a presentation in which they were us‑

the excursion, that the young people get a chance

ing the coastal sea as a way of teaching English. I

to get outside and see the local environment where

thought that was quite creative and the students

every EMECS may happen , and to interact with

were obviously very happy, although we thought we

their friends and colleagues ‑ their future friends

were a little peculiar watching birds, jumping up

and colleagues perhaps … in the local schools and

and down, discovering a mussel shell or other types

community. Please do not take away a "sand flea

of algae.

moment" from us.

Nonetheless, it was an interesting time to talk, and

The Students and Schools Partnerships Declaration is

I tried very hard to talk to some of the younger

about the students, but more importantly it is from

people and the teachers, and of course there were

the students, and, before I invite our guest to read

the usual differences in language and culture. Then

this, I ask the students and their teachers to stand

I turned around and there was a group of students,

here for a moment ‑ would you please stand up? ‑

it seemed , around some central circle , and they

those who are students, and those who are environmental

were all laughing and playing and enjoying each oth‑

educators . This is especially about the students
（applause）.

er's company, and it included some college students
as well some of the students from the middle schools,
and it turned out that they were playing with a sand

You know, we often talk about "the students" or

flea and they had created a little game of sand flea

"the next generation" as if it were a faceless entity,

races ‑ my flea can dig further into the sand more

that it is some collection or body that we can talk

quickly than yours ‑ or mine can jump further or

about, but by having them stand you can look them

faster than yours, and so on. That little creative

in the face and see the fact that they have heads to
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think, they have mouths in which to communicate,
they have legs with which to run, they have hands

Declaration

with which to do something. These are real people

8

too , and we need to recognize the fact that it is

In keeping with the format and procedures we have

not just the next generation ‑ that next generation

used at previous EMECS conferences, such as the

is people ‑ and people care ‑ and these particular

very first one in Kobe, Japan in 1990, the Confer‑

people care a lot, and for the next few moments,

ence Declaration is being put forward for a vote of

this few minutes is from them and for them.

adoption.

I invite to come up to the stage, Mr. Yuki Arita

OK, well we have a motion proposed from the group

from Hiroshima Gakuin High School, a student in

that we accept this ‑ could I have a show of hands?

Chemistry, who will read to you the Students and

I guess the best way to do it would be to say that

Schools Partnerships Declaration. Thank you（applause）

all of you, using whatever English word or word of
your country would be, that it is affirmative, if you

Closing Ceremony

Declaration read by Yuki Arita

would please say so now!

Wayne Bell:

Aye / Yes

And I am going to follow that?! That was beautiful.
That was such a moving reading, thank you, thank

Is there anyone who would not adopt this?

you. Now I've lost my place!
Then on behalf of the Committee and of the organiz‑
And now it is time to begin to conclude our session,

ers of EMECS 7, the Conference Declaration is

by reading and proposing to you a declaration from

adopted.

EMECS 7 / ECSA 40 ‑ Environmental Management
of Enclosed Coastal Seas ‑ Our Shared Responsibility.

Thank you very much.

The process for drafting this fell to a committee ,
which I was asked to chair, and the committee members
are many of the colleagues who are here in this room.
Rather than identify them individually , I want to
say that this was a collective effort, not only from
the committee itself but from feedback that all of us
received that came right out of the sessions themselves,
from experiences that we learned, from talking to
session chairs, even from some people who commented
on early drafts of the proposal, and so it was truly
a shared responsibility as well. I thank the members
of the committee for helping us stitch together those
into a coherent idea ‑ and, we hope that you will
agree that this is a statement that has some mean‑
ing.
I will read it to you ‑ I understand that there are
also versions in French and Japanese. Because this
is a document that has life, there may be a few
typos and I will try to correct them as I go, if I find
them. But in fact, eventually, this document will find
its way to the web pages of EMECS ‑ the International
EMECS center, ECSA, GEMEL, and perhaps many
other institutions as we network around the world.
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8-4 Welcome Address to Next Conference

Dr. Zhongyuan Chen
Representative for Prof. Lizhong Yu
President/Professor
East China Normal University, China

Dear President of EMECS, Chairman of Organizing Committee EMECS 7, Distinguished Delegates, Ladies

First of all, I would like to offer my warmest congratulations to the EMECS 7 International Conference that
is being held in the beautiful city of Caen, France.

In the past 16 years, EMECS Conferences have been

held with great success in Japan, the United States, Sweden, Turkey, Thailand, and France. There have
been more than 5,000 professionals who have participated, including natural and human scientists, government
officers and administrators, and individuals from industry, etc.

In addition, numerous students have also

been involved in the conferences.
It is of note that since its foundation, EMECS has disseminated a significant amount of basic knowledge in
helping forge the environmental conservation of the earth on which human society has exclusively relied.
Global climate warming, which is closely associated with our human activities, has greatly affected sustainable
societal development in the world.

Presently, most disasters in the world seem to be linked to human

behavior, and we are thus feeling more responsible than ever before.

It is also clear that in the past 7

EMECS conferences （including the present one）, each conference has made a great contribution to reaching
a consensus on how to overcome the negative factors of environmental degradation within the range of the
EMECS declaration.

I believe such concepts are being updated all over the world as time advances.

China is the largest developing country in the world.

Like any example of industrial development in the

world, China's economical boom in the last decade has brought environmental issues along its coast and
enclosed seas.

To adopt the global concept of harmonization between mankind and the environment, we

need more beneficial experiences from all over the world. I, on behalf of the East China Normal University,
greatly appreciate the EMECS center for deciding on Shanghai, China, to be the location of EMECS 8, to
be held in late October, 2008. My Chinese colleagues and I look forward to working hard with you in making
the best preparations towards the target date, in the autumn of 2008.
I wish EMECS 7 every success in Caen, France and look forward to welcoming all of you to Shanghai,
China for EMECS 8.
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8-5 Appreciative Address

Dr. Nobuo Kumamoto
Chair, Scientific & Policy Committee
International EMECS Center
Former President, Hokkaigakuen University
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1. Introduction
Distinguished guests, conference participants, colleagues

Allow me now to briefly express my personal feelings

and friends, ladies and gentlemen.

before I broach the subject of summarizing this
Conference.

It is a special honor for me , as the chair of the
Scientific and Policy Committee of EMECS , the

When I visited this small but historically famous city

Environmental Management of Enclosed Coastal Seas,

of Caen in 2004 and 2005 ‑ my first and second visits

to make a few short remarks at this Closing Session

here ‑ to prepare for this Conference, I visited the

to express my appreciation to all the people and

president of the University of Caen, the governor of

organizations concerned.

Lower Normandy, the mayor of Caen, and other lead‑
ers of this wonderful community and I felt, and still

For the last four days , we have been given the

feel, something very different about this city from

opportunity to gather in this beautiful, historically

other communities that I have visited. It is hard for

renown city of Caen, to review and discuss important

me to describe the atmosphere I felt in words and

subjects concerning coastal seas in various areas

to convey it appropriately to you. But there is definitely

around the world.

something different from other communities. During
the Conference , I tried to ask myself the reason

First of all, I would like to mention two organizations

why I feel like this and to find the most appropriate

that carried out the difficult task of organizing this
Conference: ECSA, the Estuarine and Coastal Sci‑

answer to this vague kind of feeling.

ences Association, and GEMEL, the Study Group of

Very early this morning, while I was walking along

Estuarine and Coastal Ecosystems, headed by Dr.

a path in the ruins of the Chateau Ducal, the Castle

Jean‑Paul Ducrotoy and Dr. Bernard Sylvand, who

of William, Duke of Normandy, I stood on the edge

were aided by the kind assistance of various members

of it looking in the direction of the English Channel,

of their organizations . Without their sincere and

which is far from the castle, and I tried to imagine

enthusiastic efforts , we could not have held this

the scene of what happened one momentous day in

Conference with all of you here today. I would like

the 11th century. On September 27, 1066, the Norman

to express my sincere appreciation to them for all

Conqueror started marching to the heavy sound of

their hard work.

a thousand drums and the shrill call of trumpets.
They crossed the English Channel, accompanied by

In addition , I would like to express my special

8,000 elite, heavily‑ armed knights with their iron

appreciation to the distinguished leaders of this

helmets and protectors and their iron‑clad horses,

community of Lower Normandy , who made this

and landed on the beach of Pevensey near Hastings,

Conference possible and made it so successful with

in the south of England.

their warm hospitality.
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From that time, a new era began in England amidst

that time, a new order and harmony in Europe has

the turmoil of two contrasting ways of life in England

finally been achieved again thanks to the patience

and France . It was a great clash of culture and

and hard work of the people. Even though we still

civilization in terms of different values in thinking

have many difficult problems before us, we have

and behavior.

learned that human beings can convert such immense‑
ly difficult problems into something better and more

On the one hand was the way of paying much respect

worthwhile by their efforts and diligence, acting in

to profound thought based on experience that was

a spirit of mutual cooperation.

deeply rooted in the British soil, and on the other,
Considering these two historical events together, both

and lively individualism , innovation and a positive

of which occurred in this very place, I felt, as if I

manner in French culture. After serious confusion

were standing in front of two great historical the‑

at the beginning, these two values finally resulted in

aters, one old, one new, beyond the limitations of

one integrated, harmonized culture and set of values,

time. Then I came at last to the point where what

becoming the British heritage, which we can now

I had felt about this City being somehow different

see in thousands of ways in language, education ,

from others might be due to an understanding of

legal systems, politics and other social functions. We

the point in history in which we are now involved,

may find them now as the result of the integration

just as people were involved previously.

of human wisdom and experience, meaning that the
wisdom and experience of the people, in the long

If I try my best to describe this feeling with my

run, can turn such turmoil and confusion caused by

limited vocabulary, it would be, "the thing we can

battle into one integrated and better set of values

learn most from looking at the history of people who

for mankind.

suffered such terrible disasters and confusion is their
dignity and pride, and the continuous efforts they

While I was standing on that narrow path in the

made for their future as human beings". The point

ruins of the castle, looking back at that page in histo‑

I want to make here is that only the undeniable

ry when France invaded England, another scene,

resilience of human beings, who are determined to

this time from the 20th century, suddenly appeared

achieve a goal and with hope in their hearts, can

in my mind. It was, needless to say, another scene

recover from such disasters and suffering.

of great confusion that happened in 1944, in this very
place, here in Normandy . As most of you in this

It was while considering this observation of history,

room know, Caen was the scene of another of those

standing on the narrow path of the castle, I began

"longest days", but this time the landing was in the

to realize that we, by creating harmony and a new

opposite direction across the English Channel ‑ from

order for protecting the coastal water and sea, are

Britain to France.

now involved, like a tiny flake, in the long history
of mankind. The environment surrounding us is now

On June 6, 1944, almost 900 years since the invasion

in danger. The barriers before us are formidable.

by the Norman Conqueror, the Allied Forces, headed

But we should keep our torch high enough to provide

by General Eisenhower and consisting of British ,

light for our future.

American and Canadian forces, crossed over the same
Channel from the opposite side this time, not only

2.EMECS ‑ Its purpose and activities

across the surface of the sea but also in the air, and

Now, let's take a look the purpose and activities of

landed on the beaches of Normandy. They set out

EMECS, which has promoted environmental conserva‑

to achieve a new order based on freedom and justice

tion in various fields since its establishment in 1990.

after establishing peace in Europe. The battle took

For the past two decades almost, EMECS has played

place under the heavy roar of explosions, instead of

an important role in protecting coastal zones through
various activities such as:

the drums and trumpets of 1066.

（1） gathering information and making it available to
the public,

After almost 60 years of hardship and suffering since
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The two Conferences produced useful results based

（2） preserving the natural environment of enclosed

on comparative studies of both natural and social sci‑

coastal seas,
（3）providing policies for better protecting the environ‑

ences. In addition, the concept of integrating various
factors for better coastal zone protection was widely

ment through declarations,
（4）promoting this through education, and

discussed and proposed by participants at the Confer‑

（5）encouraging and supporting international meetings

ences.

and conferences.
（3）Stockholm Conference, 1997

3. Previous International
EMECS Conferences

In 1997, the 3rd EMECS Conference was organized

Good examples of these activities can be seen in
previous International EMECS Conferences such as:

the Stockholm Water Symposium. This Conference

in Stockholm , Sweden as a joint Conference with
showed us the importance of a legal framework for
international jurisdiction among coastal nations in the

8

Baltic Sea , while the legal framework for coastal

（1）Kobe Conference, 1990

Closing Ceremony

The EMECS Conference held in Kobe, Japan in 1990

water in the Inland Sea of Japan and the Chesapeake

was the first important effort to organize such an

Bay in the US requires harmonization among domestic

international meeting for enclosed coastal seas. It is

jurisdictions.

clear that serious water pollution in the Inland Sea
of Japan began in the 1950s and then became extreme‑

The Conference left us with the important task of

ly serious in the 1960s. Such a situation forced us to

paying close attention to the role of citizens, local

promote the study of coastal sea water and prompted

governments, business enterprises and the central

us to organize such international meetings in order

government. Another important point raised in this

to exchange information on the problems concerned.

Conference was the notion of land‑sea interaction,

The Kobe Conference resulted in close ties with

coastal management policy, coastal engineering projects

people from Chesapeake Bay , who took up and

such as bridges or airport construction, coastal and

conveyed the spirit of EMECS to the ensuing Confer‑

marine biology, and coastal ecosystem management,

ence.

in addition to fostering human resources such as
training and education for the people concerned ,
especially the younger generation.

The Kobe Conference played an important role as
the first conference to organize people devoted solely

Thus the role of such an international meeting was

to coastal zone protection.

highly evaluated by participants because of the adop‑
tion of innovative concepts and ideas proposed at this

（2）Baltimore Conference, 1993

Conference.

In 1993, the University of Maryland , Baltimore ,
USA thus accepted our request to act as the host

（4）Antalya Conference, 1999

institution, becoming the second place to call upon
people concerned with the protection of sea water.

In 1999, the 4 th Conference at Antalya , Turkey

The Chesapeake Bay experience, conducted by our

was , again , a joint conference , this time held in

colleagues at the university, played an important role

cooperation with MEDCOAST, in which we adopted

and encouraged us to continue.

several additional topics for discussion. For example,
reports on promoting training and environmental

Through these two Conferences, we were able to

education designed to foster human resources were

share our experience with others and learn lessons

good examples of the themes highlighted at the

about various problems such as red tides, environmental

Conference, clearly reflecting the main activities of

education, exchanging data, information on coastal

MEDCOAST. In the declaration adopted on the final

sea water, protection of fishery products, sustaining

day, participants requested that several proposals be

industrial activities and the notion of the integration

mentioned, including the possibility of new informa‑

of various effective elements for environments.

tion technology . Needless to say , without such
technology, no one today could convey the product
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of their research and experience to the younger

and listening to their opinions and proposals at our

generation, and to other areas that need information

Conference was highly evaluated.

for a better environment.

4. Caen Conference, 2006.
Its purpose and themes

（5）Kobe Conference, 2001
After Antalya, we decided to bring the Conference

Having looked back at the main topics of previous

back to its starting point, Kobe, Hyogo Prefecture

Conferences, we should now mention the following

in 2001, to reconsider and reconfirm the original

as the main themes of this 7th EMECS Conference.

spirit and meaning of EMECS activities. As a result
of discussion, the five following goals were set:

At this Conference, we adopted, as the main theme,
"Sustainable Co‑development of Enclosed Coastal Seas:

①the roles of monitoring and environmental informa‑

Our Shared Responsibility", consisting of 5 technical
sessions, namely;

tion of the coastal area
② problems relating to the interaction of land and
③strategies for environmental restoration aimed at
urban renewal systems,
④ environmental management and education , and

in Coastal Management
Session 4: Co‑management and Community Involvement:

finally,
⑤participation in and collaboration on environmental

Sustainability and Awareness of Environmental
Issues, and
:
Session 5 Networking and 21st Century Education:

management.
（6）Bangkok Conference, 2003

the Communication Challenge.

In order to seek to enlarge our activities, we organized
the 6th EMECS Conference in Bangkok, Thailand in

Thus we concentrated our efforts on these 5 major

2003. The Conference dealt with various aspects of
problems such as:

subjects. Though some of them have already been

①management of coastal ecosystems and environmental

as having a close relationship with "Our Shared

looked at in previous Conferences, they were considered
Responsibility". This means that what we need to do

protection,

for our future generations, at least, involves the pres‑

②environmental conservation and restoration, communi‑
ty‑based environmental management,

ent urgent issues before us.

③legal requirements and implications,
④pressures from tourism and the ecosystem,

In addition to the above sessions, the Asia‑Pacific

⑤ growth , development, and utilization of coastal

Coasts Session, and the Students and Schools Partner‑

resources, and so forth.

ships were scheduled to follow up on the spirit of
the Kobe and Bangkok Conferences , as indicated

These were considered to be the most urgent topics
to be discussed at the Conference, along with:

above.

⑥monitoring and prediction of red tides.

We had 2 keynote speeches on the first day: one
was on climate change and the other on the English

At the Conference two additional special sessions
were established, namely;

Channel. The former subject rather broadly discussed

⑦the Session for the younger generation, and

precisely the basic character of our environment,

⑧ the Asian Session, in which new aspects of the

which requires us to share our responsibility for

the problem of global warning . It demonstrated

present problems were dealt with.

minimizing environmental hazards with other concerned
people in the world . The latter topic led on to

Another important aspect of this Conference was the

several reports relating to the North Sea, the Baltic

participation of NPO members, based on a decision

Sea and the Mediterranean Sea, and broadly introduced

adopted at the Kobe and Bangkok Conferences. This

the diversity of problems faced there.

innovative measure of accepting their participation
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Session 1: Recent Advances in Coastal Marine sciences
Session 2: Ecological Quality: Concepts and Case Studies
Session 3: New Concepts and Innovative Experiences

sea,
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6. Words of Appreciation to
the Organizers and Supporters of
the Conference

Each session gave us new directions for the future.
In the Asia‑Pacific Coasts Session, both the papers
that were submitted and the oral presentations

In making the final remarks of this Conference, I

contained a variety of useful observations and proposals

would like to express my most sincere appreciation

relating to natural disasters in the coastal zone, in

to the people and organizations that supported this

addition to problems of climate change and the rise

７th EMECS Conference. We had to overcome several

in sea level. In addition, information technology and

barriers of language, customs and the considerable

measures to minimize natural disasters are urgently

distance between France and Japan, despite all the

needed.

highly effective, advanced electronic devices we have
nowadays.

The session for Students and Schools Partnerships

8
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made a remarkable achievement in this Conference.

In spite of such difficulties, we were able to overcome

Students who carried out research and gave oral

them because of our confidence in and responsibility

presentations showed their excellent ability and future

to our future generations.

potential, which should be highly commended and
And finally, I would like to close by expressing my

strongly supported and encouraged.

appreciation to all of the participants who have shared
this Closing Session with me.

During one of the impressive discussions held in this
session, Governor Toshizo Ido joined in the question
and answer time and made a useful comment on

Thank you very much indeed for your participation

"Tameike", a small pond used as a reservoir . He

and see you again at the next EMECS Conference in

explained how useful it has been for farmers in the

Shanghai.

dry season for the past thousand years or more.
As to the 5 technical sessions , it would be more
appropriate to leave reports on the details of these
sessions to presentations by the rapporteurs. I would
like to point out, however, that the various reports
submitted to the sessions demonstrated that our
responsibility for protecting our environment is urgently
required.

5.Participants at the Conference
In this Conference, we had almost 350 participants
from 25 countries.
We had about 110 oral presentations this time, in
addition to 30 presentations for the Poster Session.
This figure indicates that the size of the Conference
was very reasonable and we have seen that import‑
ant reports were presented. The Conference thus
can be considered a success. If I am allowed, howev‑
er, to make a small criticism, I would like to call
the attention of the participants to the fact that in
some sessions , several presenters were unable to
make their reports due to several possible reasons,
which should be improved in future in order to
improve the quality of the Conference.
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9-1 Number of Registered Participants
from Each Country

Country

Registered
1

Australia・オーストラリア

3

Belgium・ベルギー

1

China・中国

1

Denmark・デンマーク

1

England・イギリス

6

Estonia・エストニア

1

France・フランス

24

Germany・ドイツ

1

Indonesia・インドネシア

1

Ireland・アイルランド

3

Israel・イスラエル

1

Italy・イタリア

4

Japan・日本

157

Korea・韓国

3

Norway・ノルウェー

1

Poland・ポーランド

2

Russia・ロシア

3

Singapore・シンガポール

1

Spain・スペイン

1

Sri Lanka・スリランカ

1

Sweden・スウェーデン

2

Thailand・タイ

3

Turkey・トルコ

1

USA・アメリカ

22

Total 合計

245

※ 最終集計結果。参加者数は招待者など含まず。
The numbers above are the final counts, excluding invitees.
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Algeria・アルジェリア
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9-2 Handouts

9
Reference
EMECS 7 プログラム集
EMECS 7 Programme

地球変動沿岸域管理統合レポート
Global Change Coastal Zone
Management Synthesis Report

瀬戸内海
The Seto Island Sea

日本の閉鎖性海域の環境保全
（CD‑ROM）
Water Quality Conservation for
Enclosed Water Bodies
in Japan 2005 （CD‑ROM）
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世界の閉鎖性海域のデーターベース
（紹介チラシ）
Leaflet of Enclosed Coastal
Seas Database,
http://ecsdb.emecs.or.jp/
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9-3 Conference Management
国際組織委員会
Chair

International

Organizing Committee

Ms.Nicole LE QUERLER
President of Caen University, France

Members

Dr. Yoichi KAYA

茅

陽一

President of EMECS, Japan

Dr. Nobuo KUMAMOTO

熊本

信夫

Chair of Scientific and Policy Committee, EMECS
Former President of Hokkaigakuen University, Japan

Dr. Bernard SYLVAND
Executive Secretary of GEMEL, CNRS, France

Dr. Jean‑Paul DUCROTOY
Dr. Wayne H. BELL

Vice‑Chair of Scientific and Policy Committee, EMECS, USA

Dr. Mike ELLIOTT
ECSA / Institute of Estuarine and Coastal Studies, University of Hull, UK

Dr. Erdal ¨
OZHAN
Chairman of MEDCOAST / Dean, Faculty of Engineering, Mugla University, Turkey

Mr. Lorents LORENTSEN
Director of the Environment Directorate, OECD, Norway

Dr. Ivica TRUMBIC
Director of UNEP, PAP/RAC, Croatia

Dr. Fred BUCHOLZ
Heligoland Marine Station, Alfred Wegener Institute, Germany

Dr. Stewart EVANS
Dove Marine Laboratory, University of Newcastle, UK

運営委員会
Chair

Executive Committee
Dr. Jean‑Paul DUCROTOY
GEMEL and ECSA, France

Co‑Chair

Dr. Bernard SYLVAND
Executive Secretary of GEMEL, CNRS, France

Members

Dr. Isabelle RAUSS
Conservatoire de l'espace littoral et des rivages lacustres, France

Dr. Mike ELLIOTT
ECSA President, UK

Dr. Victor DE JONGE
ECSA, the Netherlands
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Vice‑Chair of Scientific and Policy Committee, EMECS / Director, GEMEL, France
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Dr. Jean‑Claude DAUVIN
Professor, Station Marine de Wimereux, France

Dr. Jean‑Pierre GOHEL
Directeur Pole Universitaire Normand, France

Dr. Xavier HUSSON
´
´ de Caen ‑ Basse Normandie, France
Vice‑president
Universite

Dr. Robert LAFITE

´ de Rouen ‑ Haute Normandie, France
Universite

Mr. Herve
´ DU BOULAY
Institut Francais de Recherche pour l'Exploration de la Mer, France

Mr. Luc DUNCOMBE
´ d'Agglomeration Caen la Mer, France
Directeur de la Communaute

Mr. Xavier LEBRUN

´
´´ du Calvados, France
President
de la Commission Environnement du Conseil General

9

Mr. SOKOLOWSKI

Reference

´
´
Chef du Cabinet du President
du Conseil Regional
de Basse Normandie, France

Mr. FORRAY

DIREN Basse Normandie, France

´
Ms. Pascale PREEL

Mairie de Caen, Environnement, France

Mr. DELEUZE

Mairie de Caen, Relations Economiques, France

Mr. Jean‑Yves VILCOT

Charge
´ de Mission Environnement, Rectorat de l'Academie d'Amiens, France

プログラム部会

Program Sub‑Committee
Dr. Tetsuo YANAGI

柳

哲雄

Professor, Institute of Applied Mechanics, Kyushu University, Japan

Dr. Masataka WATANABE

渡辺

正孝

Professor, Faculty of Environment and Information Studies, Keio Univercity, Japan
OZHAN
Dr. Erdal ¨
Chairman of MEDCOAST / Dean, Faculty of Engineering, Mugla University, Turkey

Dr. Wayne H. BELL

Senior Associate and Former Director of the Center for the Environment and Society
Washington College, USA

Mr. David A. C. CARROLL

Director, Department of Environmental Protection and Resource Management
Baltimore County, USA

Dr. Bengt‑Owe JANSSON

Professor Emeritus, Stockholm University, Sweden

Dr. Jean‑Paul DUCROTOY

Professor Emeritus, University of Hull, UK / Director, GEMEL, France

Dr. Bernard SYLVAND

Executive Secretary of GEMEL, CNRS, France

Dr. Isabelle RAUSS

Research Coordinator, GEMEL, France
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会議宣言起草委員会

EMECS 7 Declaration Drafting Committee
Dr. Wayne H. BELL

Chair

Senior Associate and Former Director of the Center for the Environment and Society
Washington College, USA

Members

Dr. Jean‑Paul DUCROTOY
Professor Emeritus, University of Hull, UK / Director, GEMEL, France

Dr. Nobuo KUMAMOTO

熊本

信夫

Chair of Scientific and Policy Committee, EMECS
Former President of Hokkaigakuen University, Japan

Mr. Kunikatsu NAKAJIMA

中嶋

國勝

Executive Director of EMECS, Japan

Dr. Erdal ¨
OZHAN
Chairman of MEDCOAST / Dean, Faculty of Engineering, Mugla University, Turkey

Dr. Bernald SYLVAND
Executive Secretary of GEMEL, CNRS, France

Senior Lecture in Environmental Science, Department of Zoology, University of Dublin, Ireland

Dr. Tetsuo YANAGI

柳

哲雄

Professor, Institute of Applied Mechanics, Kyushu University, Japan

ポスター選考委員会

Best Poster Award Selection Committee
Dr. Osamu MATSUDA

Chair

松田

治

Professor Emeritus, Hiroshima University, Japan

Members

Mr. David A. C. CARROLL
Director, Department of Environment Protection and Resource Management
Baltimore County, USA

Dr. Jean‑Claude DAUVIN
Professor,Station Marine de Wimereux, France

Dr. Hiroshi KAWAI

川井

浩史

Professor of Marine Biology / Director, Research Center for Inland Seas, Kobe University, Japan

事務局

Secretariat
Conference Secretariat Office
Station Marine de l'Universite
´ de Caen

Chief

Dr. Jean‑Paul DUCROTOY
Director of GEMEL, France

Dr. Bernard SYLVAND
Treasurer of GEMEL / President of GEREL, France
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9-4 Past EMECS Conferences

EMECS '90

EMECS '93

EMECS '97
ストックホルム・ウォーター・
シンポジウムと共同開催
Jointly held with Stockholm Water Symposium

会期 Date

August 3 ‑ 6, 1990

November 10 ‑ 13, 1993

August 11 ‑ 14, 1997

開催場所
Venue

神戸（日本）
Kobe, Japan

ボルティモア（アメリカ）
Baltimore, MD, USA

ストックホルム（スウェーデン）
Stockholm, Sweden

閉鎖性海域の環境の保全と適正な利用

効果的な沿岸海域のガヴァナンスに
向けて−科学、政策及び管理による
沿岸域環境の持続−

川から海へ−陸域活動、淡水、閉鎖
性海域の相互作用を探る−

テ −マ
Theme

Environmental Management and
Appropriate Use of Enclosed Coastal Seas

Toward Effective Governance of the
World's Enclosed Coastal Seas

9
Reference

瀬戸内海と閉鎖性海域の環境
The Seto Inland Sea and closed
marine environment

人間の陸域活動の水中生態系への影響
From landscapes to the sea:
Challenges to understanding how
humans influence aquatic ecosystems

経済成長と環境保全−秩序の回復
Economic growth and environmental
management: Putting our home in order

バルト海
The Baltic sea

自然の海、人間の海
The sea in nature and human life

黒海：継続的な懸念
The black sea: A continuing concern

開発と保全の調和

瀬戸内海：漁業の視点から見た瀬戸
内海における持続可能な開発
The Seto Inland Sea: Sustainable
development from the view point of
fisheries

基調講演/特別講演 Harmony between development and

Keynote

conservation

Lectures/Special

presentations

With Rivers to the Sea ‑ Interaction
of Land Activities, Fresh Water and
Enclosed Coastal Seas

「瀬戸内海における景観の保全・形成
を図るための共通の指針」の策定について
Establishment of "Guidelines for
conservation and development of the
Seto Inland Sea Environment"

チェサピーク湾：生態系管理
The Chesapeake Bay: Managing an ecosystem
アフリカ東部におけるビクトリア湖
Lake Victoria in East Africa

新しい行政の仕組みによる瀬戸内海
の総合的な環境保全と利用に関する
提案について
Proposal on conprehensive approach
for environmental protection and use
of the Seto Inland Sea as a new
administrative system
閉鎖性海域の現状と環境保全対策
論理および政策
Present State of Environmental
Philosophy and Policy
Pollution in Enclosed Coastal Seas
and Measures for Environmental Protection 市民参加
Citizen Involvement
閉鎖性海域の生物生態と水産資源
ガヴァナンス
Ecological Systems and Fishery
resources in Enclosed Coastal Seas
Governance
分科会（セッション）

閉鎖性海域の適正な利用
科学および研究
Session
themes/Tracks Appropriate Use of Enclosed Coastal Seas Science and Research
閉鎖性海域の管理と行政
Management and Administration of
Enclosed Coastal Seas
閉鎖性海域と人間活動
Enclosed Coastal Seas
and Human Activities
特別セッション
Special Forums

陸/海の相互関係の理解
Understanding Land/Sea Interactions
内陸起源の汚染物質量の削減
Minimizing Pollutants from Land‑
based sources
ガヴァナンスにおける障害を克服する
ための政策
Policies for Overcoming Barriers in
Governance

ケーススタディ
Case Studies

市民参加
Citizen Involvment

特殊問題
Special Problems

地球的規模での情報交換
Global Information Exchange

沿岸フォーラム
The Coastal Forum:
Resolving Our Coastal Conflicts
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EMECS '99
メッドコースト'99と共同開催
Jointly held with MEDCOAST '99

EMECS 2001

EMECS 2003

会期 Date

November 9 ‑ 12, 1999

November 19 ‑ 22, 2001

November 18 ‑ 21, 2003

開催場所
Venue

アンタルヤ（トルコ）
Antalya, Turkey

神戸、淡路島（日本）
Kobe and Awaji Island, Japan

バンコク市（タイ王国）
Bankok, Thailand

陸と海の相互作用−沿岸の生態系保全−
Land‑Ocean Interactions
‑ Managing Coastal Ecosystems

21世紀の人と自然の共生のための
沿岸域管理に向けて
Toward Coastal Zone Management that Ensures
Coexistence between People and Nature
in the 21st Century

自然と人々の持続可能で友好的な共生を
図るための包括的な責任ある沿岸域管理
Comprehensive and Responsible Coastal
Zone Management for Sustainable and
Friendly Coexistence between Nature and People

テ−マ
Theme

チェサピーク2000：チェサピーク湾における新たな挑戦 エコシステムの評価に向けて
Chesapeake 2000: The Chesapeake Renewal Project −地球資源の持続可能な管理を進めるために
Valuing ecosystems−A key prerequisite for the
陸海域管理のシステムアプローチ−バルト海における sustainable management of natural resources
実践的理論
System approach to land‑sea management−Theoy
meets practice in the Baltic region
瀬戸内海における新たな環境保全および
創造施策について
基調講演/特別講演 New measures for environmental consevation and
Keynote
restoration in the Seto Inland Sea
Lectures/Special
presentations 生態系に対する地域規模での海洋統合管理
The regional scale of
ocean governance facing the ecosystem

環境の再生に向けて
Toward environmental restoration
環境の保全から創造へ
From environmental protection to environmental
management and restoration

東アジアにおける持続可能な沿岸域開発
への挑戦
Challenges to Sustainable Coastal Development
in East Asia
海洋環境への脅威とEMEC
Threats to the Marine Environment
and EMECS
タイにおける珊瑚礁の管理と研究
Coral Reef Management and Research
in Thailand

9
Reference

沿岸地域及び河川流域の統合管理のための
概念的枠組みと計画指針
Conceptual framework and planning guidelines
for coastal zone and river basin management
衛星観測から見た地中海沿岸の地形
Mediterranean coastal features
from satellite observations
Land‑Sea Interaction 沿岸域におけるモニタリングと環境情報の
果たす役割
沿岸管理
Coastal Management
Roles of Monitoring and
Environmental Information on Coastal Areas
沿岸工学
Coastal Engineering
陸域と海域の相互作用と理解
沿岸及び海洋における生態学
Recognition of the Interaction
Coastal and Marine Biology
between Land and Sea

陸と海との相互作用

トレーニング、教育、人材開発
Training, Education, Human Resources Development

沿岸域の環境修復・創造と都市再生に
向けた取り組み
−システム、技術、文化、自然

モニタリングシステムとモデリング
Monitoring System and Modeling
海洋生息地の評価
水質の評価
海岸工学

Marine Habitat Assessment
Water Quality Assessment

Coastal Engineering

陸域活動による沿岸海洋環境への影響
Impact of Land‑Based Activities on
Coastal Marine Environment

Strategies for Environmental Restoration and Creation
沿岸侵食と海岸線の管理
Coastal Erosion and Shoreline Management Aimed at Urban Renewal−Systems, Technology, 未解決及び新たな環境問題
Culture and Nature
Persistent and Emerging Environmental Problems
沿岸及び海洋における政策と法律
沿岸域の環境保全と環境教育・実践活動
赤潮のモニタリングと予測
Coastal and Marine Policy, Legislation
Environmental Management of Coastal Areas and
Monitoring and Prediction of Redtides
沿岸水力学
Coastal Hydrodynamics
Environmental Education and Practical Activities
新技術
New Technologies
沿岸域環境管理における参加と連携
保全管理
Conservation Management
分科会
沿岸生態系管理と環境保護
−ガヴァナンスにむけたアプローチ
（セッション） 沿岸水質とその管理
Participation in and Colllaboration on the Management of Coastal Ecosystems and
Session themes Coastal Water Quality and Management Environmental Management of Coastal Seas: Environmental Protection
Approaches for Govenance
/Tracks
生態学及び生態系の管理
環境の保全と修復
有明海
Ariake Sea
Ecology, Ecosystem Management
Environmental Conservation and Restoration

浜辺及び沿岸工学
Beaches and Coastal Engineering

海洋流出油の環境影響と対策
Oil Spills "Environmental Impact and Restoration"

沿岸政策と社会経済的な考察
Coastal Policies and Socio‑Economic Considerations

修復と保全及び保護地域
Restoration and Preservation and Protected Areas

コミュニティ−活動による環境管理
Community‑Based Management

観光と海浜

法の規定と意味
Legal Requirements and Implications

Tourism and Beaches

経済手法ワークショップ
Economic Instruments Workshop

ツーリズム影響とエコツーリズム
Tourism Pressure and Ecotourism

水力学と水質モデリングワークショップ
沿岸資源の成長、開発、利用
Growth, Development, and Utilization of
Coastal Resources

Hydrodynamics and Water Quality Modelling Workshop

リモートセンシング

Remote Sensing

沿岸域での教育的側面
Educational Aspects of Coastal Zone
黒海環境保全ワークショップ
Black Sea Workshop

アジアフォーラム
フォーラム

特別セッション
Special Forums

Asian Forum NGO

NGO Forum

瀬戸内海セッション
Seto Inland Sea Session

タイ湾セッション

アジア太平洋フォーラム
Asia‑Pacific Forum
環境教育セッション「青少年環境教育交流」
EMECS Schools and Students Partnerships
NGOフォーラム
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